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Session Map
Communication for Supervisors

Week One
Session 1:

Introduction
What's The Agenda?
What is a good manager?

When I think of good supervisor communication... , p. 4
When I think of bad supervisor communication....

Communication Styles, p. 6
Assignments:

Read "Communication in a Healthcare Setting," p. 26

Session 2:

Discuss reading assignment
Improving Performance, p. 8
Listening and responding, p. 10-11
Confrontation and criticism, p. 12-14
Assignments:

Read "Listening Isn't Easy," p. 33
Write Assignment #1

Week Two
Session 3:

Discuss reading and writing
Panel discussion with hospital supervisors
Writing performance evaluations
Assignments:

Write Assignment #2 (sample on p. 69)
Read "How to Run a Meeting," p. 35

Session 4:

Discuss reading and writing
Writing Process, p. 18
Purpose and Audience Worksheet, p. 19
Drafting Strategies, p. 20
Revise performance evaluation in peer groups
Examine discipline policy from Personnel Manual, p. 65
Assignments:

Write Assignment #3



Read "Writing on the job" (p. 50) and "Memos" (p. 57)

Week Three
Session &

Discuss reading and writing
Discuss Revising and Editing Checklist, p. 21
Discuss Reviewing the Writing of Others, p. 22
Strategies for Quick Writing, p. 24
Peer revision of reprimand
Assignments:

Read "Keep it Short," p. 62
Write Assignment #4

Session 6:

Discuss reading and writing
Self evaluations
Course evaluation
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What's the Agenda?

At the end of this course, participants should:

3 feel more comfortable with supervisory communication

O understand language as a means of action and change

O feel more comfortable praising, reprimanding and setting goals

O learn to use writing as a management tool

O project a more professional image
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Points to Remember

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

s.

9.

10.

0 1991, Step Ahead Page 2
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Writing Assignments

Assignment #1
Write a memo to your manager suggesting a change in policy or procedure that will
improve your department. Maybe you have an idea for better handling certain
substances or for keeping records on incoming calls. The suggestion might involve
medical leave, promotions, performance appraisals, scheduling, or overtime. As
you write the memo, imagine what information you will need to include to make
the suggestion appealing to your manager.

Assignment #2
Write a performance evaluation for an employee. Be specific about both positive
and negative aspects of the employee's performance. Remember, focus on behavior,
not on personality.

Assignment #3
Write a reprimand for an employee's file. Follow hospital policies. Attend to the
behavior you want to change, but also try to think about how the reprimand can best
improve the performance of your employee.

Assignment #4
FM out the communication skills self assessment on pages 76-78. The self-
assessment should help you identify areas where you do well and areas that you
need to improve. Think of the assignment like you did the employee performance
evaluation. Be prepared to discuss what you discovered in class.

0 1991, Step Ahead Page 3



Focusing on Communication

Let's get started by thinking about supervisor communication in a hospital. Think
about those supervisors and managers you work under and those you have
observed at WC. Focus on the ways they communicate with their staff. Then
complete the following thoughts:

When I think of bad supervisor communication, I think of . .

When I think of good supervisor communication, I think of . .

0 1991, Step Ahead Page 4



Speaking vs. Writing
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What's Your Communication Style?

Conflict sometimes arises when you are trying to discuss a problem with someone
who has a different communication style than you do. Each person has her own way
of communicating that makes her feel comfortable When someone who is action-
oriented is having a discussion with someone who is idea-oriented, there can be
conflict The action-oriented person wants to do something; she will push for some
kind of action. The idea-oriented person likes to consider things, to think about
options. The idea-oriented poison will tend to feel rushed when trying to solve
problems while the action-oriented person will feel frustrated because the
conversation never seems to get anything accomplished.

Action-oriented Communicators
Let's get it done, move ahead. What's the bottom line?

Direct, impatient, decisive, quick, energetic.
Short attention span, tend to interrupt, hate small talk.

Body language and vocal cues tend to be accurate.

Idea-oriented Communicators
Let's try something new. Consider this possibility.
Full of ideas, provocative, difficult to understand.
Like to challenge others, hate rules and regulations.
Nonverbal cues and vocal cues vary; when gathering ideas, they
like to be alone and may be withdrawn. When promoting ideas,
their energy increases.

People-oriented Communicators
What do we need? How do people feel? What do people believe?
Let's form a team. Let's form a committee.
Spontaneous, empathetic, subjective, hate procedures and rules that
fail to consider people as individuals.
Body language tends to be open and their voices varied.

1991, Step Ahead
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Process-oriented Communicators
What's the procedure? Let's plan, set goals, analyze. Is there a policy
statement?
Systematic, patient, logical, unemotional, cautious.

Long attention span, hates off-the-cuff reactions.
Offer minimal body language and vocal cues.

Which communication type are you? How about the people close to you? Write
down a conflict you had recently; could it have been because of different
communication styles? Explain why. Are there any people (withhold the names to
protect the innocent) that you consistently have difficulty with? Could this be the
root of the problem?

o 1991, Step Ahead Page 7
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Improving Performance with Clear Goals

Many employees complain that they are never sure exactly what they art supposed
to be dcdng. Sometimes they even argue that managers are purposefully unclear
about directions so they they have reason to fault workers whenever it's
convenient. The same employees often daim that their performance is only
recognized if they make a mistake; they argue that they can't get better because they
never know when they are doing something right. It doesn't matter if the
complaints are accurate or not if employees feel they are adrift in their
responsibilities, there is no chance they will be efficient and productive with their
time.
The best way to avoid this confusion is to be as clear as possible about what you
want. Take the time to explain what you expect; ask questions to make sure the
worker understands what's expected; ask the worker if he has any questions or
suggestions. As strange as it sounds, improving a worker's perfmmance often
means nothing more than clearly expressing your expectations. Most employees
want definite direction.
Here are some simple suggestions that will help improve performance:

Set Goals
We know that these suggestions will take some time, but we believe making
communication as dear as possible will increase productivity, and save you time in
the long run.
1. Meet with each of your workers and decide what good performance looks like in

your setting. It's important that both of you are specific.

2. Make a list of goals that relate specifically to improving or maintaining good
performance. We feel it is best to write these goals down -the shorter and more
precise, the better - and then give the employee a copy.

3. Explain to the employee that you expect him to review his goals every month to
make sure that he is accomplishing what the two of you agreed upon. As a
manager you need to read your copy of the goals to remind yourself of the
agreement.

Praise People for Accomplishing Goals
One of the things that can be frustrating at a job is feeling that the boss is waiting for
you to make a mistake. Positive reinforcement is more valuable than yelling at
someone and ruining your own day in the process, so learn to pay attention to
people when they do things that right.

1. Make it a habit to praise people as they are doing a good work. Don't wait until
the yearly evaluation when it's a faint memory. It's important to be specific, not
just "good job," but something like "I like the way you . It shows you are
thinldng about your work."

C 1991, Step Ahead Page 8
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2. Get your Anployee used to the idea that good behavior means being praised
regularly.

3. Don't be afraid to express how good their behavior makes you feel, and how it
helps the hospital accomplish its larger mission. Encourage the worker to
continue.

4. Make physical contact with the employee if ifs comfortable. Make eye contact,
shake their hand, touch an arm or a shoulder.

Make them feel good about doing good work These people will help you look good
so don't be afraid to spread some of that around.

Reprimand
Things don't always go as planned and everyone makes a mistakes. However, your
employee has a right to know that you recognize when he is not living up to his
part of the bargain. Use the the reprimand as a way to get the employee back on
track.

1. Make sure to reprimand the worker immediately. The yearly evaluation is too
late. Be specific and don't get personal. As a manager, you are concerned with
non-productive behavicrs. Make sure that you explain how the behavior makes
you feel.

2. Get your employee used to the idea that bad behavior yields a reprimand.

3. Allow yourself to encourage correct behavior by praising examples of past good
behavior. This is sometimes tough because you will be angry, but it's important
to reinforce the pattern that good behavior receives praise, while bad behavior
receives a reprimand.

4. The reprimand is the punishment, so don't start a cold war. When the
reprimand is over, don't hold it against the employee. Give him a chance to
prove himself.

You should reprimand less than you praise; otherwise, it will lose its impact on
your employees. Remember, a reprimand is supposed to guide bad behavior back to
good behavior. Be firm, but gentle. Assume once you've given a reprimand that the
problem is over-unless the employee proves you wrong. An employee will respond
positively to your confidence.

O 1991, Step Ahead Page 9
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Active Listening
We tend not to value listenhig because it seems so ordinary and easy. Everybody
knows how to listen, or so we think But that is not really true.

Active listening is doing two things that managers often forget:

*listening to understand how the speaker feels
listening to find out about the situation

It is important to listen with the proper frame of mind. Do you allow yourself to
argue silently with the speaker, or discount a person because their conversation style
annoys you? Try to see the situation from the speaker's point of view.

Below are some of the principles of good active listening:

Be alert and attentive
Try not to let your mind wander. It takes concentration to listen. Use your body
your posture, your eyes, your hands, your faceto show you are really listening.

Clear your mind of barriers
If you are in conversation with someone you dislike, there is a strong tendency
to react by not listening to her. In some situations, you may be too ready to blame
other people in the hospital; in others you may want to rush to the defense of
your co-workers. Monitor your own refictions and guard against becoming
defensive or critical.

Don't be put off by emotional words or ideas.
Strong emotions can be frightening, and they can block problem solving. If you
let people express their emotions, then you can erase the block and get down to
business.
An employee may want a problem solved, but he may also want to express his
frustration. If you try to ignore his emotions, he feels like his needs are not being
met He may keep trying to get you to acknowledge his frustration instead of
moving to a solution. Even if you manage to solve his problem, he may go away
unsatisfied because he feels like you did not really listen.

Don't assume
It's easy to assume that you know the answer to a question before the employee
gets it out of her mouth. After all, you've heard it all a million times. But this is
a sure way to get into trouble. Don't assume you know what someone wants
listen for new information.

If you are not sure you understand, ask questions to clarify. When you think you
do understand, paraphrase what the other person is saying and watch for her
confirmation.

Observe yourself next time you listen to someone. Are you being active, or do you
need some practice?

o 1991, Step Ahead Page 10
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Body Language

Some of the most important communication takes place without words-
through your body language. Using open body language, nodding your head
or saying "uh-huh; reassures the speaker that you are listenhtg. Closed body
language, like folding your arms or looking at the clock, can make the speaker
feel shut out.
Here's a list of body cues. Think about which ones you use.

OPen Closed

1. Facing the speaker instead of
sitting at an angle

1. Being poker-faced or showing
no facial expressions.

2. Leaning toward the speaker. 2. Leaning away from the speaker. .

3. Smiling or showing the
appropriate expression.

3. Avoiding eye contact; looking
around the room.

4. Mirroring the speaker's body
language.

4. Being too close or too far away
from the speaker.

5. Maintaining a comfortable body
posture.

5. Folding your arms as if to shut
out the speaker.

6. Nodding your head. 6. Tapping a pen or pencil.

7. Keeping the right distance
between you and the speaker;
3-4 feet for interviewing.

7. Looking at forms, writing or
engaging in any other activity
while the speaker is talking.

8. Animated facial expression. 8. Looking at your watch.

9. Making eye contact.

10. Touching the speaker, if
appropriate.

ID 1991, Step Ahead Page 11
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111 Coping with Criticism

The problem with aitidsm, whether it comes from an employee or a boss, is that
hits us so close to where we live: in our egos. We have spent a lifetime creating an
image for ourselves; when someone criticizes, they are often telling us that we are
not being perceived the way we want to be. So critidsm can hurt But that doesn't
mean we can't cope with it as managers.

Critidsm is often one of two things:

*a sign that someone needs some attention or reassurance
good information that can make you better at what you do

The trick is sorting the complaint from the information. Being an active listener
during even the most severe critiques will give the critic the attention he needs and
give you infmmation you might need as a manager.

Generally when someone is criticizing you or the hospital he is making broad
statements that are only partially true (if at all). Your tendency may be to try and
prove why he are wrong or to justify your actions. This only adds fuel to his fire.
Instead, try directing the discussion with one of the following techniques.

Ask for Specifics
Blanket statements, like "You're being unfair," are hard to answer. You
are better off inviting the speaker to be more specific, to focus on what
is really troubling her. Then you can start solving that problem.

Patient: The care in this hospital is terrible.

Nurse: Can you tell me how it is terrible?

Patienh My room wasn't properly cleaned yesterday
and the nurse was in too big a hurry.

11
The problem still deserves prompt attention, but it isn't overwhelming
any more. Concrete problems can be fixed.

Your attitude is very important here. You have to be open to finding
out what is wrong. You may be the one who has to apologize or
change behaviors. If you aren't willing to tsten, then don't ask.

Staff member: You're being unfair.

Supervisor: What do I do that is unfair?

Staff member: You assigned Barbara a day off even
though it wasn't her turn.

01991, Step Ahead Page 12
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The supervisor can be defensive or assert her authority or maybe admit
that she made a mistake. Either way, this problem is easier to respond
to than broad critidsm.

Paraphrase the Speaker's Ideas
Paraphrasing invites the speaker to talk, to get it off his chest and to
discuss the problem. It also ends up giving you good information.

Patient: I can't believe the way you run this hospital.
I'll never come here again, even if my life depends
CC it.

Nursing Assistanb You sound upset. Can you tell me
the problem?

Patient: It's not my problemWs yours. Tve buzzed six
times and no one answers my call. This is a hell of
a way to run a hospital

Nursing Assistant: Ah, I can see why you're upset.
You've been trying to get a nurse to help you.

Ask for Additional Complaints
If you ask for additional complaints in a genuinely caring way, the
speaker will feel your concern. Suddenly the two of you are working
together; you're not enemies.

Examples:

Are there any other ways we could improve our service?

Is there anything else that bothers you?

Is there anything else I should do when I give directions?

Agree with the Speaker
Using this response makes people nervous at first. They're afraid that it
means they have to agree when people say bad things about the ?AMC.
Or they are concerned that admitting fault will make the hospital
liable.

The secret is to pay attention to what you agree to. You probably don't
want to agree if the patient says: This is the worst hospital I've ever
been to. You can agree with the idea behind it It's frustrating when
you feel like you're not getting proper care.

Sometimes you can honestly agree with the whole statement.

Examples:

I suppose I was being defensive.

I guess you're rightmy behavior was out of line.

0 1991, Step Ahead Page 13
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Coping with Criticism Exercise

Look at the different types of answers are possible for the following example.

Criticism: Sometimes I think you don't take me seriously. It seems like everything I
say goes in one ear and out the other.

Responses
1. Ask for spurn= rd understand what you mean better if you would give me
some example of when I seem to be ignoring you.

2. Paraphrase: It sounds like you're mad at me because you think I'm just humoring
you sometimes so you'll stop talking. Is that it?

3. Ask for more complaints: Is it just my not taking you seriously that's upsetting
you, or is there something else too?
4. Agree with the speaker: Well, 1 suppose you're right. Sometimes I don't pay
attention to what you say, mostly when I'm tired or mad.

Exercise 1
Directions: Supply an appropriate phrase for each type of response.

Criticism: I want to complain about favoritism in this depirtment. Ever since
Charles starting working here, you've been ignoring the rest of us..

Responses
1. Ask for specifics:

2. Paraphrase:

3. Ask for more complaints:

4. Agree with the speaker

0 1991, Step Ahead Page 14
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Exercise 2
Directionc Supply an appropriate response to each criticism using each type of
technique AU techniques might not feel comfortable for all examples, but try.

a. Ask for spedfics:

b. Paraphrase
c. Ask for more complaints:

d. Agree with the speaker

Critidsms
Hispanics employees get treated like dirt around here. If I were an Anglo, I wouldn't
get evaluated so hard.

I'm always being asked to translate for patients. How do you expect me to get all of
my work done if I'm being interrupted every hour to help someone do their work?

Why can't I ever get a day off when I want it? Elva always gets her way, but you
never give me mine.

Why can't you be more helpful? You haven't answered a single one of my
questions.

O 1991, Step Ahead Page 15
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Confronting

The word confrontation makes people uncomfortable, but confrontation merely
means dear% with a problem assertively. There are times when it is necessary to be
assertive about a problem with a manager or an employee. This is a perfectly
legitimate decision, if nothing else that you have tried has helped and if you are
sure of your motives.
When you confront, your attitude is crucial. A confrontation is not a dramatic scene
where you point a shaking finger at your rival and yell: You have done me wrong!
Save that for the movies. The purpose of (=fronting someone is to acknowledge
that there seems to be a problem and that you would like to work with that person
to come to a mutually satisfying solution. Here are some ideas that will help you
confront constructively.

Identify the real problem
This is the moment where you take one last look at the situation. Is it
really a problem you need to discuss or are you trying to make other
people responsible for your own problems?

Identify your motives
Be sure you are confronting to improve the situation and not just
because you are in the mood to be right. Confrontation is frightening
both to the person confronted and the one who is confronting. Be
honest about why you are confronting someone.

Describe the problem situation
Your goal is to have the person in a receptive frame of mind so the
problem can be solved. Avoid accusing the other person or telling her
that the situation is her problem. T language can be really helpful
here: I am concerned that...

Describing the behavior that is problematic is less threatening then
making personal comments. A person's behavior is something that
can be changed more easily and hence is less threatening to talk about.

Also try to be tentative in your approach It is less threatening to say: it
seems Re there is a problem here. Instead oh There is a big problem
here. Tentativeness can give the otheT person an out. She can say: I
misunderstood. If your purpose is to solve the problem, instead of
feeding the need to always be right, then it doesn't matter what she
says.

Being specific is helpful. Avoid saying: Ysou aren't doing things right.
Try: /'m not sure these forms were filed correctly. It gives the two of

0 1991, Step Ahead Page 16
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you something specific to work on. Spedfic problems also will seem
less overwhelming then big general ones.

Be sensitive to the other person's needs
Being confronted is embarrassing, try to be sensitive to the other
person's embarrassment. Choose when and how you confront
someone carefully and then do it privately. Try for a "win-win"
solution.

Confronting can change the relationship
Pacing someone with a Foblem can be a good experience for a
relationship. It can help the two of you communicate better in the
future. It can also hurt the relationship if the confrontation is too harsh
or too threatening for the other person to hear.

Be open to change
It generally takes two people to aeate a problem. Say you are angry
because Nurse Dominguez snaps at you all the time. You snapped back
a couple of times. Now the two of you barely speak to each other.

You've decided to confront her because it is affecting the way you work
together. In the midst of the conversation, you discover that she is
short with you because she doesn't like your attitude. This is a turning
point in the conversation. You can answer with: Yeah, but you were
rude to me first! This will kill the conversation.

Alternatively, you might say: I didn't realize there was a problem. Can
you tell me what specifically you don't like about my attitude? You
may discover it is something trivial like you don't say good morning
when you see her (you'd be amazed at how many people complain
about that!). Or it may be more serious. To solve the problem, you both
have to be willing to change. You may have to start saying good
morning even if you haven't had your coffee yet. She may have to be
more courteous to you.

0 1991, Step Ahead Page 17
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The Writing
Process

Planning

0 1991, Step Ahead

Rewriting
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Purpose and Audience Worksheet

Use these questions to get a clearer picture of your audience and your goals for
communicating.

Purpose:
Why am I communicating?

What do I want my audience to do?

Audience
a Who is my audience?

What does my audience know and how does my audience feel
about this subject?

How will my audience use this document?

What is my audience's style? Should I adjust to it?

Cut to the chase
If my audience were to forget everything else, what one key point
do I want remembered?

Strategy:
Should I discuss this now or later? Should I write or call? How
about talking over lunch or after work?

Should I include deadlines and list any requested actions?

Am I too late or is someone else communicating this same
information?

o 1991, Step Ahead Page 19
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Drafting Strategies
1. You might start by putting you outline on paper or on a computer screen

with space left between the entries proportional to the amount of text you
think each entry will require. Then try grafting your text onto the outline.
The outline provides the skeleton for fleshing out your text; so when you
get blocked in rxte section, the outline can serve as a reminder of other
sections to work on.

2. For shorter documents, try to get your whole draft done in one sitting, as
quickly as you can. For longer documents, see if you can complete a whole
section at one sitting. Remind yourself that you're not after perfection, but
a quick first draft.

3. Start writing the part that you feel you know the best. There's no
obligation to start at the beginning; in fact, the introduction is often the
last thing you should write. After all, how do you know what you're
going to say until you've said it?

4. If you are writing in one section and get an inspiration for another section,
quickly jump to that section, write yourself a brief note (I surround mine
with square brackets so I can easily search for them later), and then jump
back to where you left off.

5. Force yourself to keep going forward, not backward. This is hard, but if
you can kick that editing demon off your shoulder while you draft, you
may be able to keep up with the composing voice that dictates what to
write. (It tends to shut up when the editing demon takes over.) You'll be
surprised by how much you have to say about your topic

6. When you get blocked (and we all do sometimes), try jumping to another
section and begin drafting there. (Remember those bracketed notes you
left for yourself?) If that dcesn't help, go back to the top of your document
and read down through what you've already written. That often gets the
creative juices flowing win.

7. If you're still blocked, you might seek out a colleague and tell him or her
what you're trying write. You will often talk through the block, and fmd
yourself saying exactly what you want to write. It's often a good idea to
bring a tape recorder to these sessims to capture your words.

8. If you are still blocked, put the project aside and work on something else. Your
mind is perfectly capable of working on the back burner to solve a problem while
working on another project at a conscious level. Ideas for the blocked project
will come as it simmers on the back burner of your mind.

CI 1991, Step Ahead Page 20
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Revising
0
0
0

Revising and Editing Checklist

Is my purpose clearly stated?
Is the tone right for my intended audience?
Have I included the right amount of detail for the level of
understamibitg I want my audience to have?

0 Is the most important point at the top of the document, or is it
strategically placed?

O Do I request any specific action?
O Is the overall document organized logically?
a Does the text flow smoothly from section to section?
O Is the text visually appealing? Is it inviting, or does it look

forbidding?
0 Do I make good use of figures and tables to support my main

points?

Editing
O Have I written complete sentences (not fragments or run-ons)?

Cl Do my subjects and verbs agree?
Am I using active voice? Do I make it dear who is doing what to
whom?

CI Am I consistent in the use of tense, number, person?
O Have I used correct spelling and punctuation?
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Reviewing The Writing of Others
Being able to review someone else's writing is one of the most important skills a
writer can develop One of the quickest ways to learn about writing is to help others,
because that forces us to be readers and writers at the same time. You can use these
strategies on your own writing, too. Just change hats as you talk to yourself.

Read:
Read the document once straight through. Don't mark up the
writing; Just read as if you were a real reader. Stay in touch with
how you feel, where you get confused, where you stumble on
sentences.
Read it a second time, this time making notes or checking areas you
think need more work.
Read it out loud if you really want to hear how it sounds.

Check the revision worksheet:
Is the purpose dear?
Does the writer establish connections with the audience?
Are there enough details?
Is the document focused and visually attractive?

Feedback:
Praise two or three spedfic areas of the document. Don't just say,
"This is nice." Go the distance: "This paragraph told me exactly
what I needed to know at this point," or "This sentence tells me
exactly what I ought to do."
Use positive language. For example, refer to sections that still need
revision as areas to improve, not as problems.
Try to phrase comments with "I" statements and avoid "you"
statements. "I needed more evidence here," instead of, "You really
lost me on this one."
Ask the writer to paraphrase or restate unclear passages. Use
questions like "Could this section be stated in another way?"

Be kind and use your imagination. Remember, you're on the
writer's side. Your behavior will convince her of that.

1991, Step Ahead Page 22
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Make sure the writer leaves with a sense of purpose:
Recap the positive and restate the areas that need improvement.
Allow the writer plenty of time to ask questions and clear up any
confusion.
If it is appropriate, both writer and critic should set a deadline for
the next round of revisions.

When the shoe is on the other foot:
Don't be defensive; listen to the feedback.
Don't start explaining: "What I meant to say was . . . ." or 'The
reason I did it that way was . . . Don't bother arguing. Just say
'Thanks," or "OK, I understand."
Ask all the questions you can about the document. It is not unusual
to discover solutions to writing problems by talldng about them.

0 1991, Step Ahead
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Quick Writing Tips

Sometimes you have to complete a piece of writing immediately. When speed is
the problem, organization is the solution. On this page you will find three methods
that can help you write under pressure. Remember that the reader should always
leave your memo or short report knowing what to do.

The Inverted Pyramid
This journalistic method works for many people. The trick is to list what needs to
be communicated and then order it according to importance. Informed readers can
then scan the document from top to bottom for the information they don't already
have, while less informed readers can read the entire document

List the information you must cover from most important to least
important. Eliminate all unnecessary information.
Start writing the most important information and work your way
down the list
Keep your paragraphs and sentences short and snappy.
Insert headings where needed.
Proofread.

The Question Outline
People who do quick research often rely on this method to shape their notes into
simple reports. All you have to do is write a paragraph or two in answer to each
question. But be careful, since this doesn't work for every piece of writing you do. In
the right situation, it can cut writing time considerably.

Write the answers to the questions that apply to your task: Who?
What? When? How? Why? So What?
Shuffle the paragraphs into whatever order you feels makes the
most sense.
Add any necessary transition sentences.
Keep your paragraphs and sentences short and snappy.
Insert headings where needed.
Proofread.
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Three stage outline
This is one of the easiest ways to avoid the chronological or "then-this-happened-
and-then-this-happened-and-then-that-happened" trap. It is sometimes tempting to
communicate the entire history of an inddent and neglect to organize the
information to help your reader. This method can help you avoid that habit.

Start the document by stating the problem. Label the section,
'Problem" pr "Problem Description."
Spend a paragraph or two catching the reader up on background
information. Label the section "Background."
Suggest a solution or notify the reader of the action you have
already taken. Label the section "Recommended Action" or "Action
Taken."
Keep your paragraphs and sentences short and snappy.
Insert headings where needed.
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Communicating in Health Care Settings

Certahtly, the content of communication is important in health care. To some
extent, good communication relies on accurate information, competent
explanations, and clear directions. But more important to good communication are
the relationships that are established as we talk with each other. We don't just pass
ideas back and forth. We work to build and maintain relationships with other
people. How we say things continually contributesin either negative or positive
waysto the relationships that we build through our words.

Let's consider hexe some of the facts of hospital life that make communication
difficult. As you read, try to think of situations in your particular work situation
that you are reminded of. Take the time to make short notes (in the margin or
elsewhere) that either support or contradict the points made in this discussion.

Hospitals are tense places.
We should never lose sight of the fact that hospitals produce tension and anxiety in
those who work there. Illness is present, as is death. Dangerous chemicals and
equipment are present. People must constantly make important decisions about
what to do and how to do it. Risk, exposure, and liability color conversations.
Everyone knows that good intentions are not sufficient to protect oneself from
lawsuits or self-doubt. These aspects of the hospital setting mean we must be careful
about what we write or say. Emotions must be guarded and words carefully
measured. Uncertainty must sometimes be hidden, and language must always be
used carefully.
Nor should we lose sight of what hospitals do to those who arrive for treatment.
Patients made anxious by disease are made uncomfortable by unfamiliar
surroundings. People who are accustomed to being in control must surrender
control to a large group of unknown specialists. Patients are stressed by being in the
hospital, weakened by disease, disoriented by drugs and treatments. Patients know
medical treatment is expensive and that insurance companies are reluctant to pay
the full costs. So patients are threatened not only in their health but in their
finances.

What happens to communication under such stress? People lose their tempers,
they become demandirkz, and they take out their frustrations on others. They
become impatient and uncooperative. Tension and anxiety influence what people
are able to hear and how they interpret what they do hear. The hospital setting is
not normal and we can't expect people to communicate in normal ways.

Hospitals are busy places.
Hospitals feel busycrowded lobbies and waiting rooms, people moving around
quicIdy, paper everywhere, equipment and patients being rolled about. People who
work in hospitals feel busytoo many patients to take care of, too many
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interruptions, too little time to deliver quality attention to patients and to the
demands of the job.
Good communication takes time. You need to feel the other person is listening to
what you have to say. You need to feel that both of you are relaxed arough to attend
to each other. If someone is trying to tell you something, but you have a dozen
other concerns on your mind, how can you really listen? Maybe you try to talk with
someone, but you sense that person is really too busy to listen to you. Perhaps the
person looks at her watch or shuffles through papers or taps a pencil on the desk.
All such cues of body language say "Hurry upI don't have time to listen to your
problems." Instead of communicating and building a working relationship, you end
up feel ignored or mistreated.
It is frustrating to realize that someone is not concermating on what you are saying.
But it is typical in situations where everybody feels busy.

Everybody gives orders.
The hospital is a very task-oriented workplace. Much needs to get done and there
are many levels of jobs and supervision to make sure the jobs get done. "Do this"
and "Do that," "Get me this" and "Take care of that" All day long, people are giving
orders to other people, telling others to do something. And often, the orders are
delivered with urgency. It is not just "Do something" but "Do it now!" Stat, we say,
insistently, in the language of emergencies.

In busy situations with lots of people giving orders, communication may not follow
normal rules of politeness. It is common for hospital workers to complain about
being bossed around by everyone else. Frequently, workers feel that they are not
treated politely and with respect. Part of this is the result of the urgency that
characterizes hospitalsthere is much to be done and it mustbe done now. So
people may skip saying "Please" or they may be too blunt or too demanding in the
ways they use language. They use fewer words, more commands, and a more blunt
approach.

We are all sensitive to how we are being treated by others. We are tuned into the
little commumication signals that convey respect and that demonstrate a good
working relationship. When someone else doesn't convey the politeness or respect
we feel we deserve, we become offended and perhaps uncooperative. These feelings
are normalthey are extremely common in health care settings.

Hospitals are characterized by status, rank, and authority
Think about the levels of authority or status in a hospital workplace. Suppose you
tried to draw a diagram of all the supervisors, coordinators, and managers. Suppose
you tried to include all the patterns of authoritywho gives orders and who receives
orders. It would be a complicated diagram.
Hospitals are characterized by a very wide range of status. At one end of the status
hierarchy are the doctors. There is probably no job in our society with higher status
than that of physician. They have more education and training, and they tend to
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make more money that others. They are not even real hospital employees; rather,
we say they have staff privileges.

At the other end of the status scale are those w1u) keep the hospital running
maintenance and housekeeping, cafeteria and laundry. Many levels of wages and
education are represented in the hospital stafffrom people who have not finished
high school to those who have spent practically their whole lives in advanced
schooling.
In a normal day at a hospital, people representing a wide range of status are in
constant contact. Where else would you find so many different specializations
communicating with each other everyday at work? If you worked in a department
store, you wouldn't have all these people of different education, status, and training
running around. Status differences are highlighted in health care organized=
because so many people of unequal status interact daily.

Our language training and the manners we learn at home and at school tell us to
respect status. The rules say to be espedally polite, to show respect, as we go up the
status hierarchy. In the health care setting, the staff constantly must adjust speech to
the wide status hierarchy. This puts a strain on communication, both when status is
respected and when it is not It's a strain, too, because we are taught to observe rules
that tell us to speak one way to those above us and another way to those below us.
In other words, status forces us to keep aeating relationships that are not equal. Our
language continually forces us to recognize inequalities in who we are, where we
come from, and what we do.

The hospital reflects social divisions of gender, race,
language, and social standing.
Does the word doctor make you think of a man? Does the word nurse make you
think of a woman? What about nursing assistant, or records clerk? What about
manager, cafeteria worker, secretary, vice president, or security officer? The
divisions of genderof the roles that we expect men and women to playare
especially striking in hospital& As you look around the hospital, are there clear
tendencies for women to be in certain positions and men to be in other positions?
Who manages? Who cooks and serves the food?
When workplaces are biased along gender lines, it tends to stress communication.
Health care has always been a field that employs a large number of women. And
like other workplaces, it tends to reflect the bias of keeping women in lower status,
less well paying positions.

When we consider how gender differences affect communication, we need to think
about how people are brought uphow they are socialized to behave as men and
women. Those who study gender differences suggest that men tend to be
independent, they tend to view conversations as arguments, and they tend to
dominate conversations and control topics. Women, in contrast, tend to be more
sensitive to relationships. Women value intimacy more than men, and they place
more emphasis on how people are feeling and reacting as they communicate.
Women may assume that the point of a conversation is to explore solutions to a
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problem; men may assume that conversation is a way of fighting and a matter of
winning.
In addition to large peramtages of women workers, health care settings tend to have
large numbers of hispanics and blacks, espedally in the lower paying jobs. The
workplace reflects the inequities in the larger society.

In the case of hispanic workers, the difficulties of communicating across cultural
groups is intensified because of language boundaries. Languages in contactfor
example, the use of English and Spanish in the same workplacetend to make some
pecple feel included and others feel excluded on the basis of language. People feel
left out of conversatims and sometimes feel they are purposely excluded. English-
only speakers feel that bilingual workers shouldn't use Spanish because it makes
them feel left out. Spanish speakers may feel most comfortable using their home
language, especially when relaxing over lunch or at break.

Those who are bilingual often feel that English-only speakers don't like or respect
Spanish, even though they often need it. Bilingual speakersfrom housekeeping or
patient careare often called upon to translate for Spanish-speaking patients. The
translators often feel burdened by the need to translate. It disrupts their work and is
really not considered part of their job duties. They feel used, because they happen to
be bilingual.
The mix of gender, language, ethnicity, and social class will continue to characterize
the health care workforce. We will see fewer white men entering the workforce and
increasing numbers of women and minorities. These changes will continue to put
stress on working relationships and communication. We need to find ways to
improve communication across language and cultural groups, and we need to find
ways to remove bias and discrimination from the workplace.

The hospital is a high tech workplace.
Hospitals are an information-intensive environment where technological change
occurs at a dizzying pace. Hospital workers are constantly having to learn how to
use new equipment and how to follow new procedures. To meet the challenge of
this evolving workplace, workers need to be adaptable, which means that they need
to have sophisticated reading, writing and oral communication skills.

The hospital is a bureaucracy.
The word bureaucracy suggests a complicated organization. Hospitals are
bureaucraciescomplicated workplaces with many levels of workers, complex
reporting relationships, and conflicting purposes.

Bureaucracies threaten good communication. People lose track of who is
responsible for what. It becomes difficult to say who has authority for something or
how to initiate a change. People become insecure about their identities within the
organization. There are too many offices, too many procedures, too much
paperwork. Everything seems to detract from one's ability to do a good job.
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Hospital staff often feel they are left out of decisions or that they are not informed
about what is going on. Within their own groups, they may feel their managers
don't share information or that they do not meet frequently enough on a
department level. Some staffers complain that they learn what's going on in the
newspaper. Others say that no one pays attentim to their complaints of suggestions.
These are characteristic feelings in a bureaucracy. People feel unimportint,
uninformed, or unappredated.
In a bureaucracy, grapevines tend to flourish. People learn about changes to
procedures, or job postings, or reorganizations through co-workers. The grapevine
tends to be unreliable, both in terms of the accuracy of information and the
consistency with which people learn. Grapevines can't be eliminated, especially in
large organizations. Smart bureaucracies take advantage of the grapevine to spread
accurate and timely information.

The hospital offm care but must make a profit.
When hospitals were communitrbased, charitable organizations, they could afford
to concentrate solely on quality care. Now, however, hospitals must meet
conflicting expectations. They must try to balance the demands of quality care with
the need to make a profit They must continue to serve the indigent public and to
live within the "reasonable and customary" charges as determined by insurance
companies and federal programs.
Many of those who work in hospitals have values that conflict with profit motives.
Many choose health care as a profession because of strong desires to help others
through quality care. They see contradictions in health care because hospitals are
businesses as well as health cue providers. Hospitals are characterized by tough
ethical dilemmas that must balance competing purposes. Who deserves treatment?
Who receive the use of what equipment? When do we send patients home?
What can we do for those who are poor or uninsured? What is a "reasonable and
customary charge" for care that is changing constantly and that is always delivered
to individuals with their own needs?

What can we conclude about communication in health care settings?
We can conclude that communication in health care setting is difficult. The
hospital is an unusual place and the language, too, is unusual.
You will be frustrated and disappointed if you expect people to observe normal rules
of polite conversation. Too much is at stake in the hospital setting. You can be
careful to distinguish the language that people use when they are in a hurry or
under pressure from language that is truly intended to be rude. You can train
yourself to be slow to take offense and quick to grant others some leeway because
you understand the pressures of working in a hospital.

If you pay attention to language, you can see it as something interesting and
challenging. Watch how people behave with language. Notice how people observe
status distinctions or cross-cultural communication. Pay attention to how people
communicate not just with their words but with their bodies. The hospital is a very
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rich language environment. Think of it as a laboratory where you can observe and
learn about human behavior.

Above all, remember that we are all creating and sustaining relationships as we talk
with each other. Most of us want to be respected, appredated, and liked by others.
We want to contribute as part of a team. We share goals for quality care and we
normally share good intentions toward each other. Language is one of the means
we use to create a comfortable, productive working community. We should pay
attention to how we use language and how to use it better.
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Communication Can Be Difficult

Communication in a health care setting can be difficult, as you just read. We want
you to spend some time thinking about communication difficulties that you
experience.

What sorts of things that make communication difficult where you work?

What sorts of things do you think you and others can do to make
communication better?
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MANAGING

Why listening's not
as easy as it sounds
Everyone knows good managers
are pod listeners. So why
is it that you tune out at times?

"Even a teeny
camplaint
bas a half-10

about

50yews fir
the pawn
receiving zt.

29=
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I AM abed to give a spend toasty 300 man*
ers of a celebretd service company. The execu-
tives get together Re this at least once a year and
look forward to hearing great news: Market sham
is wowing impassively, clammed low us, our
future is so bright we have to wear shades.

Only Warr the story is different Ajust-pub-
lished independent survey of several thousand
customers has revealed that the competition is do-
ing II better. On top of that the whole of the U.S.
economy is decidedly southward-bound. This is
where I come in; They have asked me to help
than return to basics, to tell them what I know
about treating customers right.

Just before I go on, they show videotape clips
from some interviews they did with a cluster of
supervisory employees, a kind of visual attitude
survey. Hallelujah, l cheer, they ore willing to lis-
tenthat's one of the basics they have dmvn al-
ready. I am impressed by their gri4 usually listen-
ing is the firm thing to goalong with training
meetings like this onewhen hard times come.

The room darkens and the tape rolls. The first
two smiling faces up on the screen keep it short
and sweet. The thirdwhat is this? The image
has been scnvniNed, even the mice, so that it
sounds for all the world like the talking subway
trains in the Mama airport. Man or woman, im-
possible to tell. This is Fere Donahue. as when
drug dealers or ax murderers or Mafia informants
appear idemityless. Instamly. I am paying strict
attention, tensing along with everybody else,
bracing as for a shock. **Well," says the sampans
digitized voice, as little tiles ofcolor move around
the screen, "once Lulled headquarters and had:*
leave a message, and the receptionist neve: save
it to the right person."

That's it. That's all we hear from he/sheAt. The
next subject has something nice tu say; her ani-
mated face is projected without electrceric body
armor. All together, seven clips are shown, three
of them "Donahued." The houseliglus come up
and I am huroduced and sive my speech, but
those refashioned tapes bother me. What kind of
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mews is management sending when even
nor criticisms am mated so gingerly?

Mao a while a plain but trustworthy explana-
tion occurs tome. Making room fiw opinions oth-
er than our own is heroic we& Everyoneknows
that even a teeny complaint bas a half-life of
about 50 years Ibr the person on the receiving
end. (So Mors wby it takes so long to get arer
perfonnance appraisals.) Compliments, accord-
hot to a shallot law of physics, vaporize in 30
seconds flat. Yes, listening is extremely
tmethlesome.

When you say, "You can tell me anything,"
you make a few promises: "I will listen:I will
keep my mind owe I do not take criticism per-
sonally; I know your imentions are good." All the
rume, how well I understand kan Didion's stark
assertion that there is no such thing as "cons*
live criticism." All criticism is violent

That must be the mason certain grievances that
have come my way over the years still make me
crazy. Once, after giving what I thought was a
pettedly good spec:ch.& DOW, folded into eighths,
was damply pressed into my hand by a woman
frorn the audience on her way out. "Do some-
thing about your hair!" it read. "Look st Jane
Parsley: if you wore your hair like hers, It would
be a huge improvement" "But what about the
speech?" I whined to myself. 'Did you even hear
the speech?" And that is the eternal burden thr
loyal listener carries: You may not like what you
hear, not one bit.

Listening well is an art form, and we are not
talking still fifes. There are certainly more than
enough experts on the subject these days. They
know that you know that listening is important.
But they think you should tune in as never before
now that times are toughand they can help you
do that. They suggest a brushup on what they call
"active listening" (bena than the ordinary kind).

There are, you may remember, three main
steps: Nrst, indicate that you are really, really
paying attention by asking open questions ("In
what waifs. exactly. Ms. Femwhistle, do you feel
I've been a jerk?"). Next, conduct a few reality
checks along the way ("If I understand you cor-
rectly, you're saying I'm a sorry excuse for a
manager?"). Snotty. don't let your mind drift off
in the middle, perhaps because you are busy plan-
ning your next witty retort ("Oh yeah?").

Although you could rush off to the blarary now
and find at least 74 books to guide you in this no-
ble endeavor. I hope to save you some gasoline
and a modicum of trouble by offering my own
friendly counsel. (I 1313 tell you anything. right?)

LISTEN BY WANDERING MOM
Begin with your own staff. When you want to
know what** on their minds, give them a break
and go to them; listening works better when done
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in their territory. Keep it casual and realize
that you will have to make roving listeniog
a habit before anybody truly betimes you
are serious about it: Consistency is what
counts.

When you do go forth to listen, arrive
empty-to:Wed, for heaven's sake. Leave
your notebook and your Mont Blanc and
all other scaly annamems behind. This is
no fact-finding mission. Thinkof it as Out-
ward Bound, The point, skilled listeners
will confirm is to build solid relationships
and two-warms& which air all you really
need to gain a foothold on just about any
cuprite wall.

Suppose, however, that in the course of

your adventures somebody courageously
suggests a nifty idea that you want to re-
member. Ask that intrepid being if you
might borrow her pen and notepad, and
write her suggestion down then and thee.

IFIGNumunorm
11ETIVERECORDSTRAIGNT"
My erstwhile banker taught me this when
1a client of 12 yearspolitely an-
wonted that I was taking my business
elsewhese. What pushed me over the edge

was it new bank policy thathmited to three
the number of questions a customer could
ask over the telephone. Apparently we
were getting in the way of productioneffi-
ciencies or something.

The Winkel's response to my change of
hean was swift and disturbing. "Speaking
as your financial engineer," he began (big
trouble. I knew it), "I think I can solve this
problem. V. simply need to do a better job
of educorim you." Oh yeah?

He meant that 1 was making a big mis-
take, that if I properly uoderstood all the
marvelous things the bank had done for me

lately. I would realize how ill-conceived
my decision actually was. He never asked
the impcutant questions, like why 1 wanted

out or what the place might do to improve
or how to win my business back. In every
bone lknew he carld not catch what I was
saying. The bank didn't want to listen
and neither tfid he.

REALLY 1=4
You will be forgiven almost every misstep
but one. A listener must be all there. No
sidelong glances, squirming or signs that
you are being driven to distraction. If you
feel your attention start to go, try asking a
couple of new questions, lean in toward the
speaker or take Me discussion for a short
walk. When those fail to deliver the goods,
better to admit defeat and pick it up again

later. Come to think di& fessing up to your
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flawed attention span
might tum out better than
you imagina Yaw staff
will realize you are, after
all, human. And keep try-
ingeven if at first you
don't succeed. The good
news is you don't need to
het about getting beam-
ly dell; Meet People, it
seems, respond well to an
unpretentious but genuine
attempt to walk a mile in
their IDOCCISIIIS. As you
learn to listen, people will
ga better at telling you
things.

Sometimes distance or
delicacy makes it impos-
ak to lend your.own ear.
Consider calling on an ob-
jective aide-de-camp (someone everyone
knows and trusts, not a consultant or a
moonlighting snoop). I've seas personnel
managers successfully deputized for this
purpose. What people cannot or will not
say to you, for whatever reason,they might

share with another tweeted elder. Other
options: inaugurate a weekly listening
breakfast or dream up a suggestion-of-the-
week award.

There ought to
be a surgeon
general's stamp
on this subject.
%rain:
Listening can
make you
feel defensive
and hostile
toward
the one you're
listening to.

BEAN EQUAL OPPOBTUNIIY LISTENER
Some managers lend their ears only to
those who occupy higher salary brackets.
There are words to describe this tendency,
but "listening" isn't one of than. Beware
of underestimating aim mealy because n
doesn't own a pin-striped suit. That fresh-
faced accounting clerk you hired yesterday
has as much (a more) to offer as the hon-
chos do, but it is a rare manager who tunes

in so democratically.

DO SOMETHING ABOUT WIWI' YOU OMAR

It's tough enough to buckle down and lis-
ten it 'seven harder soanon the informs-
tion you get. But customers and employees
alike will continue to suggest improve-
ments only if their ideas arc taken serious-
ly, even those jou may privately consider
undercooked. When a staff member dares
to suggest a better way, the courteousthe
smartthing to do is respond fast, say.
within 24 hours. Delay and you confirm
everyone's worst fess: This is a paper ti-
ger, no teeth; why bother?

So scribble a quick thank-you note.
Send a Menage via e-mail; small ack nowl-
cdgmenis carry weight. too. Whatever you
do. remember that a sincere, speedy re-
sponse is what counts.
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TOCALINAMY
The tricky pan is knowing
when to stop tuning in and
sten chopping OIL After a
short prostitution, I asked
if anyone had question& a
familiar procedure. A
nice-looking man jumped
up, brandished a copy of
my book, A Ikssion fir
Excellence, and sniped.
"Explain. if you can, how
the second paragraph on
pie 263 of your book
swarm with what rni
have just told us" (got-
the!). I kt a couple of sec-
onds pas before 1 replial,
without a hint of sarcasm,
"1 would be happy to, if

you would please tell rne whether you've
talking about the hardback or paperback
editionbecause, you understand, the
pages don't correspond." The appbuse and

laughter made it unnecessery to way more.
Mr. Smartypams wanted to make a

statement, of course, and he was less than
congenial about it. In assertiveness-train-
ing classes they call that a hit-and-runan
appopriste tenn, I always thought. it look
some effort, but I managed to ovetcome
my instant defensiveness (the really hard
pan) long enough to listen and respond (ac-

tive listening apin).

At the end of the day, listening to people is
not so much a HIM la of studied style as a
mark of leadership. Leaders pay attention.
Leaden are willing to authorize people to
think, and they make that clear by listen-
ing. Listening says, You are smart and
have impcaant things to say; you are worth
my time, go ahead; what a good idea.

Listening is not complex enough for
many executives (so they don't do it). In
fact, there really ought to be a surgeon gen-
eral 's warning affixed to this subject:

WARNING: THIS ONLY LOOKS EASY.

USTENING CAN MAKE YOU

FEEL DEFENSIVE AND HOSTILETOWARD

TH E ON E YOU'RE mitre NOM.

Any way you look at it, "plain-vanilla
listening" is anything bus,

NANCY K. AUSTIN is a Capirola. Califor-
nia-based management consultant. m-
enu of her company. Nancy &min. Inc.,
include American Egnris. IBM and MCI.
She if coauthor. with Tom Peers, of A
Mission for Excellence (Warner Books).
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How to
run
a meeting

Antony Jay At critical points things
may go wrong,
but here are ways of putting
them right

Why is it that any single
meeting may be a waste of
time, an initant, or a
heftier to the achievement
of an organization's ob-
jectival The answer lies
in the fact, as the author
says, that "all sorts of
human aosscurrents can
sweep the discussion off
course, and enors of psy-
chology and technique on
the chairman's part can
defeat its purposes." This
article offers guidelines
on bow to tight things that
go wrong in meetings. The
discussion covers the
functions of a meeting, the
distinctions in size and
type of meetings, ways to
define the objectives,
making preparations, the
chairman's role, and ways
to conduct a meeting that
will achieve its objectives.

Mr. jay is chairman of
Video Arts Ltd., a London-
based producer of training
films for industry. Cur-
rently, the company is
producing a film (featuring
John Cleese of Monty
Python) on the subject
of meetings, and this
article springs from the
research Mr. jay did for
that project- He has also
written many TV docu-
mentaries, such as
Royal Family, and
authored several books,
including Management
Machiavelli (Holt, Rine-
hart & Winston, 19681.
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Why have a meeting anyway? Why indeed? A great
many important matters are quite satisfactorily con-
ducted by a single individual who consults nobody.
A great many more are resolved by a letter, a memo,
a phone call, or a simple conversation between two
people. Sometimes five minutes spent with six peo-
ple separately is more effective and productive than
a half-hour meeting with them all together.

Certainly a great many meetings waste a great deal
of everyone's time and seem to be held for historical
rather than practical reasons; many long-established
committees are little more than memorials to dead
problems. It would probably save no end of man-
agerial time if every committee had to discuss its
own dissolution once a year, and put up a case if
it felt it should continue for another twelve months.
If this requirement did nothing else, it would at
least refccus the minds of the committee members
on their purposes and objectives.

But having said that, and granting that "referring
the matter to a committee" can be a device for dilut-
ing authority, diffusing responsibility, and delaying
decisions, I cannot deny that meetings fulfill a
deep human need. Man is a social species. In every
organization and every human culture of which we
have record, people come together in small groups
at regular and frequent intervals, and in larger "trib-
al" gatherings from time to time. If there are no
meetings in the places where they work, people's
attachment to the organizations they work for will
be small, and they will meet in regular formal or
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informal gatherings in associations, societies, teams,
clubs, or pubs when work is over.

This need for meetings is clearly something more
positive than just a legacy from our primitive hunt-
ing past. From time to time, some technomaniac or
other comes up with a vision of the executive who
never leaves his home, who controls his whole
operation from an all-electronic, multichannel,
microwave, fiber-optic video display dream console
in his living room. But any manager who has ever
had to make an organization work greets this vision
with a smile that soon stretches into a yawn.

There is a world of science fiction, and a world of
human reality; and those who live in the world
of human reality know that it is held together by
face-to-face meetings. A meeting still performs func-
tions that will never be taken over by telephones,
teleprinten, Xesox copiers, tape recorders, television
monitors, or any other technological instruments of
the information revolution.

Functions of a meeting

At this point, it may help us understand the mean-
ing of meetings if we look 2 the six main functions
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that meetings will always perform better than any
of the more recent communication devices:

In the simplest and most basic way, a meeting de-
fines the team, the group, or the unit. Those present
belong to it; those absent do not. Everyone is able
to look around and perceive the whole group and
sense the collective identity of which he or she forms
a part. We all know who we arewhether we are
on the board of Universal International, in the over-
seas sales department of Flexitube, Inc., a member of
the school management committee, on the East
Hampton football team, or in Section No. 2 of Pla-
toon 4, Company B.

2
A meeting is the place where the group revises, up-
dates, and adds to what it knows as a group. Every
group creates its own pool of shared knowledge, ex-
perience, judgment, and folldore. But the pool con-
sists only of what the individuals have experienced
or discussed as a groupi.e., those things which every
individual knows that all the others know, too. This
pool not only helps all members to do their jobs
more intelligently, but it also greatly increases the
speed and efficiency of all communications among
them. The group knows that all special nuances and
wider implications in a brief statement will be im-
mediately clear to its members. An enormous
amount of material can be left unsaid that would
have to be made explicit to an outsider.
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But this pool needs constant refreshing and re-
plenishing, and occasionally the removal of impu-
rities. So the simple business of exchanging informa-
tion and ideas that members have acquired sepa-
rately or in smaller groups since the last meeting is
an important contribution to the strength of the
group. By questioning and commenting on new con-
tributions, the group performs an important "diges-
tive" process that extracts what's valuable and dis-
cards the rest.

Some ethologists call this capacity to share knowl-
edge and expesience among a group "the social
mind," conceiving it as a single mind dispersed
among a number of skulls. They recognize that this
"social mind" has a special creative power, too. A
group of people meeting together can often produce
better ideas, plans, and decisions than can a single
individual, or a number of individuals, each working
alone. The meeting can of course also produce worse
outputs or none at all, if it is a bad meeting.

However, when the combined experience, knowl-
edge, judgment, authority, and imagination of a half
dozen people are brought to bear on issues, a great
many plans and decisions are improved and some-
times transformed. The original idea that one person
might have come up with singly is tested, amplified,
refined, and shaped by argument and discussion
(which often acts on people as some sort of chem-
ical stimulant to better performance), until it sat-
isfies far more requirements and overcomes many
more objections than it could in its original form.

3
A meeting helps every individual understand both
the collective aim of die group and the way in
which his own and everyone else's work can con-
tribute to the group's SIMMS.

4
A meeting CIClites in all present a commitment to
the decisions it makes and the objectives it pursues.
Once something has been decided, even if you orig-
inally argued against it, your membership in the
group entails an obligation to accept the decision.
The alternative is to leave the group, but in practice
this is vent rarely a dilemma of significance. Real
opposition to decisions within organizations usually
consists of one part disagreement with the decision
to nine parts resentment at not being consulted be-
fore the decision. For most people on most issues,
it is enough to know that their views were heard
and considered. They may regret that they were not
followed, but they accept the outcome.
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And just as the decision of any team is binding on
all the members, so the decisions of a meeting of
people higher up in an organization carry a greater
authority than any decision by a single executive.
It is much harder to challenge a decision of the
board than of the chief executive acting on his own.
The decision-making authority of a meeting is of
special importance for long-term policies and pro-
cedures.

In the world of management, a meeting is very
often the only occasion where the team or group
actually exists and works as a group, and the only
time when the supervisor, manager, or executive is
actually perceived as the leader of the team, rather
than as the official to whom individuals report. In
sonie jobs the leader does guide his team through
his personal presencenot just the leader of a pit
gang or construction team, but also the chef in the
hotel kitchen and the maitre &Motel in the restau-
rant, or the supervisor in a department store. But in
large administrative headquarters, the daily or week-
ly meeting is often the only time when the leader
is ever perceived to be guiding a team rather than
doing a job.

6
A meeting is a status arena. It is no good to pretend
that people are not or should not be concerned with
their status relative to the other members in a group.
It is just another part of human nature that we have
to live with. It is a not insignificant fact that the
word order means (a) hierarchy or pecking order;
(b) an instruction or command; and lc) stability and
the way things ought to be, as in "put your affairs
in order," or "law and order." All three definitions
are aspects of the same idea, which if indivisible.

Since a meeting is so often the only time when
members get the chance to find out their relative
standing, the "arena" function is inevitable. When
a group is new, has a new leader, or is composed of
people like department heads who are in competi-
tion for promotion and who do not work in a single
team outside the meeting, "arena behavior" is likely
to figure more largely, even to the point of dominat-
ing the proceedings. However, it will hardly signify
with a long-established group that meets regularly.

Despite the fact that a meeting can perform all of
the foregoing main functions, there is no guarantee
that it will do so in any given situation. It is all too
possible that any single meeting may be a waste of
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time, an irritant, or a barrier to the achievement of
the organizatinn's objectives.

What sort of meeting?

While my purpose in this article is to show the
critical points at which most meetings go wrong,
and to indicate ways .of putting them right, I must
first draw some important distinctions in the size
and type of meetings that we are dealing with.

Meetings can be graded by size into three broad
categories: (I) the assemblyzoo or more people
who are expected to do little more than listen to
the main speaker or speakers; (2) the council-4o or
so people who are basically there to listen to the
main speaker or speakers but who can come in with
questions or comments and who may be asked to
contribute something on their own account, and (3)
the committeeup to to (or at the most 12) people,
all of whom more or less speak on an equal footing
under the guidance and control of a chairman.

We are concerned in this article only with the
"committee" meeting, though it may be described
as a committee, a subcommittee, a study group, a
project team, a working party, a board, or by any
of dozens of other titles. It is by fu the most com-
mon meeting all over the world, and can perhaps
be traced back to the primitive hunting band through
which our species evolved. Beyond doubt it con-
stitutes the bulk of the it million meetings that
so it has been calculatedtake place every day in
the United States.

Apart from the distinction of size, there are certain
considerations regarding the type of meeting that
profoundly affect its nature. For instance:

FrequencyA daily meeting is different from a week-
ly one, and a weekly meeting from a monthly one.
Irregular, ad hoc, quarterly, and annual meetings
are different again. On the whole, the frequency of

meetings definesor perhaps even determinesthe
degree of unity of the group.

CompositionDo the members work together on
the same project, such as the nursing and ancillary
staff on the same ward of a hospital? Do they work
on different but parallel tasks, like a meeting of the
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company's plant managers or regional sales man-
agers? Or are they a diverse groupstrangers to each
other, perhapsunited only by the meeting itself
and by a common interest in realizing its objectives?

MotivationDo the members have a common ob-
jective in their work, like a football team? Or do
they to some extent have a competitive working
relationship, like managers of subsidiary companies
at a meeting with the chief executive, or the heads
of research, production, and marketing discussing
finance allocation for the coming year? Or does the
desire for success through the meeting itself unify
them, like a neighborhood action group or a new
product design committee?

Decision processHow does the meeting group ul-
timately reach its decisions? By a general consensus,
"the feeling of the meeting"? By a majority itzte
Or are the decisions left entirely to the chainnan
himself, after he has listened to the facts, opinions,
and discussions?

Kinds of meetings

The experienced meeting-goer will recognize that,
although there seem to be five quite different meth-
ods of analyzing a meeting, in practice there is a
tendency for certain kinds of meetings to sort them-
selves out into one of three categories. Consider:

The daily meeting, where people work together on
the same project with a common objective and
reach decisions informally by general agreement.

The weekly or monthly meeting, where members
work on different but parallel projects and where
there is a certain competitive element and a greater
likelihood that the chairman will make the final
decision himself.

The irregular, occasional, or "special project" meet-
ing, composed of people whose normal work does
not bring them into contact and whose work has
little or no relationship to the others'. They are
united only by the project the meeting exists to
promote and motivated by the desire that the project
should succeed. Though actual voting is uncommon,
every member effectively has a veto.

Of these three kinds of meeting, it is the first
the workface typethat is probably the most com-
mon. It is also, oddly enough, the one most likely
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to be successful. Operational imperatives usually
ensure that it is brief, and the participants' experi-
ence of working side by' side ensures that conunu-
nication is good.

The other two types are a different matter. In these
meetings all sorts of human crosscurrents can sweep
the discussion off course, and errors of psychology
and technique on the chairman's part can defeat its
purposes. Moreover, these meetings are likely to
bring together the more senior people and to pro-
duce decisions that profoundly affect the efficiency,
prosperity, and even survival of the whole organiza-
tion. It is, therefore, toward these higher-level meet-
ings that the lessons of this article are primarily
directed.

Before the meeting

The most important question you should ask is:
"What is this meeting intended to achieve?" You
can ask it in different ways"What would be the
likely consequences of not holding it?" "When it is
over, how shall I judge whether it was a success or
a failure?"but unless you have a very clear require-
ment from the meeting, there is a grave danger that
it will be a waste of everyone's time.

Defining the objective

You have already looked at the six main functions
that all meetings pcdonn, but if you are trying to
use a meeting to achieve definite objectives, there
are in practice only certain types of objectives it
can really achieve. Every item on the agenda can be
eaced in one of the following four categories, or
divided up into sections that fall into one or more
of them:

1

lnfonnative-dige.stiveObviously, it is a waste of
time for the meeting to give out purely factual in-
formation that would be better circulated in a docu-
ment But if the information should be heard from
a particular person, or if it needs some clarifica-
tion and comment to make sense of it, or if it has
deep implications for the members of the meeting,
then it is perfectly proper to introduce an item onto
the agenda that requires no conclusion, decision, or
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action from the meeting; it is enough, simply, that

the meeting should receive and discuss a report.

The "informative-digestive" function includes prog-

ress reportsto keep the group up to date on the
cunent status of projects it is responsible for or that

affect its deliberationsand review of completed
projects in order to come to a collective judgment
and to see what can be learned from them for the

next time.

2
Constructive-originativeThis "What shall we do?"
function embraces all items that require something
new to be devised, such as a new policy, a new
strategy, a new sales target, a new product, a new
marketing plan, a new procedure, and so forth. This
son of discussion asks people to contribute their

knowledge, experience, judgment, and ideas. Ob-
viously, the plan will probably be inadequate unless
all relevant parties are present and pitching in.

3
Executive respomibilitiesThis is the "How shall
we do it?" function, which comes after it has been
decided what the members are going to do, at this
point, executive responsibilities for the different
components of the task have to be distributed around
the table. Whereas in the second function the con-
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tributors' importance is their knowledge and ideas,
here their contribution is the responsibility for im-
plementing the plan. The fact that they and their
subordinates are affected by it makes their contribu-
tion especially significant.

It is of course possible to allocate these executive
responsibilities without a meeting, by separate in-
dividual briefings, but several considerations often
make a meeting desirable:

First, it enables the members as a group to find the
best way of achieving the objectives.

Second, it enables each member to understand and
influence the way in which his own job fits in with
the jobs of the others and with the collective task.

Third, if the meeting is discussing the implementa-
tion of a decision taken at a higher level, securing
the group's consent may be of prime importance. If
so, the fact that the group has the opportunity to
formulate the detailed action plan itself may be the
decisive factor in securing its agreement, because
in that case the final decision belongs, as it were,
to the group. Everyone is committed to what the
group decides and is collectively responsible for the
final shape of the project, as well as individually
answerable for his own part in it. Ideally, this-sort
of agenda item starts with a policy, and ends with
an action plan.

4
Legislative framework: Above and around all con-
siderations of "What to do" and "How to do it,"
there is a frameworka departmental or divisional
organizationand a system of rules, routines, and
procedures within and through which all the activity
takes place. Changing this framework and intro-
ducing a new organization or new procedures can
be deeply disturbing to committee members and a
threat to their status and long-term security. Yet
leaving it unchanged can stop the organization from
adapting to a changing world. At whatever level this
change happens, it must have the support of all the
perceived !elides whose groups are affected by it.

The key leaders for this legislative function must
collectively make or confirm the decision; if there

is any important dissent, it is very dangerous to
close the discussion and make the decision by de-

cree. The group leaders cannot expect quick deci-
sions if they are seeking to change the organization
framework and routines that people have grown up
with. Thus they must be prepared to leave these
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items unresolved for further discussion and con-
suhation. As Francis Bacon put itand it has never
been put better"Counsels to which time hath not
been called, time will not ratify."

Making preparations

The four different functions just discussed may of
course be performed by a single meeting as the
group proceeds through the agenda. Consequently,
it may be a useful exercise for the chainnan to go
through the agenda, writing beside each item which
function it is intended to fulfill. This exert:Ise helps
clarify what is expected from the discussion and
helps focus on which people to bring in and what
questions to ask them.

People
The value and success of a committe meeting are
seriously threatened if too many people are present.
Between 4 and 7 is generally ideal, zo is tolerable,
and ra is the outside limit. So the chairman should
do everything he can to keep numbers down, con-
sistent with the need to invite everyone with an
important contribution to make.

The leader may have to leave out people who expect
to come or who have always come. For this job he
may need tact) but since people generally preserve
a fiction that they are overworked already and dis-
like serving on committees, it is not usually bard
to secure their consent to stay away.

If the leader sees no way of getting the meeting
down to a manageable size, he can try the following
devices: (a) analyze the agenda to see whether every-
one has to be present for every item (he may be
able to structure the agenda so that some people can
leave at half time and others can arrive)) (b) ask
himself whether he doesn't really need two separate,
smaller meetings rather than one big one) and (c)
determine whether one or two groups can be asked
to thrash some of the topics out in advance so that
only one of them needs to COnle in with its pro-
posals.

Remember, too, that a few words with a member on
the day before a meeting can increase the value of
the meeting itself, either by ensuring that an im-
portant point is raised that comes better from the
floor than from the chair or by preventing a time-
wasting discussion of a subject that need not be
touched on at all.
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Papers
The agenda is by far the most important piece of
paper. Properly drawn up, it has a power of speeding
and clarifying a meeting that very few people under-
stand or harness. The main fault is to make it un-
necessarily brief and vague. For example, the phrase
"development budget" tells nobody very much,
whereas the longer explanation "To discuss the pro-
posal for reduction of the 1976-1977 development
budget now that the introduction of our new prod-
uct has been postponed" helps all committee mem-
bers to form some views or even just to look up
facts and figures in advance.

Thus the leader should not be afraid of a long
agenda, provided that the length is the result of his
analyzing and defining each item more closely,
rather than of his adding more items than the meet-
ing can reasonably consider in the time allowed. He
should try to include, very briefly, some indication
of the reason for each topic to be discussed. If one
item is of special interest to the group, it is often
a good idea to single it out for special mention in
a covering note.

The leader should also bear in mind the useful de-
vice of heading each item "For information," "For
discussion," or "For decision" so that those at the
meeting know where they are trying to get to.
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And finally, the chairman should not circulate the
agenda too far in advance, since the less organized
members will forget it or lose it. Two or three days
is about rightunless the supporting papers are vo-
luminous.

Other 'paper' considerations: The order of items on
the agenda is important. Some aspects are obvious
the items that need urgent decision have to come
before those that can wait till next time. Equally,
the leader does not discuss the budget for the re-
equipment program before discussing whethet to put
the reequipment off until next year. But some as-
pects are not so obvious. Consider:

The eally part of a meeting tends to be more lively
and creative than the end of it, so if an item needs
mental energy, bright ideas, and clear heads, it may
be better to put it high up on the list. Equally, if
there is one item of great interest and concern to
everyone, it may be a good idea to hold it back for
a while and get some other useful work done first.
Then the star item can be introduced to carry the
meeting over the attention lag that sets in after the
first is to so minutes of the meeting.

0
Some items unite the meeting in a common front
while others divide the members one from another.
The leader may want to start with unity before
entering into division, or he may prefer the other
way around. The point is to be aware of the choice
and to make it consciously, because it is apt to make
a difference to the whole atmosphere of the meet-
ing. It is almost always a good idea to find a unify-
ing item with which to end the meeting.

0
A common fault is to dwell too long on trivial but
urgent items, to the exclusion of subjects of funda-
mental importance whose significance is long-term
rather than immediate. This can be remedied by
putting on the agenda the time at which discussion
of the important long-term issue will beginand
by sticking to it.

0
Very few business meetings achieve anything of
value after two hours, and an hour and a half is
enough time to allocate for most purposes.

0
It is often a good idea to put the finishing time of a
meeting on the agenda as well as the starting time.
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0
If meetings have a tendency to go on too long, the
chairman should arrange to start them one hour
before lunch or one hour before the end of work.
Generally, items that ought to be kept brief can be
introduced ten minutes from a fixed end point.

The practice of circulating background or proposal
papers along with the minutes is, in principle, a
good one. It not only saves time, but it also helps
in formulating useful questions and considerations
in advance. But the whole idea is sabotaged once
the papers get too long; they should be brief or pro-
vide a short summary. If they are circulated, ob-
viously the chairman has to read them, or at least
must not be caught not having read them.

(One chairman, more noted for his cunning than
his conscientiousness, is said to have spent 30 sec-
onds before each meeting going through all the pa-
pers he had not read with a thick red pen, marking
lines and question marks in the margins at random,
and making sure these wexe accidentally made vis-
ible to the meeting while the subjet was being dis-
cussed. j

If papers are produced at the meeting for discussion,
they should obviously be brief and simple, since
everyone has to read them. It is a supreme folly to
bring a group of people together to read six pages
of closely printed sheets to themselves. The excep-
tion is certain kinds of financial and statistical papers
whose function is to support and illustrate verbal
points as reference documents rather than to be
swallowed whole: these are often better tabled at
the meeting.

All items should be thought of and thought about
in advance if they are to be usefully discussed. List-
ing "Any other business" on the agenda is an invita-
tion to waste time. This does not absolutely preclude
the chairman's announcing an extra agenda item at
a meeting if something really urgent and unforeseen
crops up or is suggested to him by a member, pro-
vided it is fairly simple and straightforward. Nor
does it preclude his leaving time for general un-
structured discussion after the close of the meeting.

0
The chairman, in going through the agenda items
in advance, can usefully insert his own brief notes
of points he wants to be sure are not omitted from
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the discussion. A brief marginal scribble of "How
much nodal" or "Standby arrangements?" or what-
ever is all that is necessary.

The chairman's job

Let's say that you have just been appointed chair-
man of the committee. You tell everyone that it is
a bore or a chore. You also tell them that you have
been appointed "for my sins." But the point is that
you tell them. There is no gettin away from it:
some sort of honor or glory attaches to the chair-
man's role. Almost everyone is in some way plcased
and proud to be made chairman of something. And
that is three quarters of the trouble.

Master or servant?

Their appointment as committee chairman takes
people in different ways. Some seize the opportunity
to impose their will on a group that they see them-
selves licensed to dominate. Their chairmanship is
a harangue, interspersed with demands for group
agreement.

Others are more like scoutmasters, for whom the
collective activity of the group is satisfaction
enough, with no need for achievement. Their chair-
manship is more like the endless stoking and fuel-
ing of a campfire that is not cooking anything.

And there are the insecure or lazy chairmen who
look to the meeting for reassurance and support in
their ineffectiveness and inactivity, so that they can
spread tbe responsibility for their indecisiveness
among the whole group. They seize on every expres-
sion of disagreement or doubt as a justification for
avoiding decision or action.

But even the large majority who do not go to those
extremes still feel a certain pleasurable tumescence
of the ego when they take their place at the head
of the table for the first time. The feeling is no sin:
the sin is to indulge it or to assume that the pleasure
is shared by the other members of the meeting.

It is the chairman's self-indulgence that is the great-*
est single barrier to the success of a meeting. His
first duty, then, is to be aware of the temptation and
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of the dangers of yielding to it. The dearest of the
danger signals is hearing himself talking a lot dur-
ing a discussion.

One of the best chairmen I have ever served under
makes it a rule to restrict her interventions to a
single sentence, or at most two. She forbids herself
ever to contribute a paragraph to a meeting she is
chairin& It is a harsh rule, but you would be hard
put to find a regular Intender of her meetings (or
anyone else's) who thought it was a bad one.

There is, in fact, only one legitimate source of plea-
sure in chairmanship, and that is pleasure in the
achievements of the meetingand to be legitimate,
ft must be shared by all those present. Meetings are
necessary for all sorts of basic and primitive human
reasons, but they are useful only if they are seen
by all present to be getting somewhereand some-
where they know they could not have gotten to
individually.

If the chairman is to make sure that the meeting
achieves valuable objectives, he will be more effec-
tive seeing himself as the servant of the group rather
than as its master. His role then becomes that of
assisting the group toward the best conclusion or
decision in the most efficient manner possible: to
interpret and clarify; to move the discussion for-
ward; and to bring it to a resolution that everyone
understands and accepts as being the will of the
meeting, even if the individuals do not necessarily
agree with it.

His true source of authority with the members is
the strength of his perceived commitment to their
combined objective and his skill and efficiency in
helping and guiding them to its achievement. Con-
trol and discipline then become not the act of im-
posing his will on the group but of imposing the
group's will on any individual who is in danger of
diverting or delaying the progress of the discussion
and so from realizing the objective.

Once the members realize that the leader is im-
pelled by his commitment to their common ob-
jective, it does not take great force of personality
for him to control the meeting. Indeed, a sense of
urgency and a clear desire to reach the best con-
clusion as quickly as possible are a much more
effective disciplinary instrument than a big gavel.
The effective chairman can then hold the discussion
to the point by indicating that there is no time to
pursue a particular idea now, that there is no time
for long speeches, that the group has to get through
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this item and on to the next one, rather than by
resorting to pulling rank.

There are many polite ways the chairman can in-
dicate a slight impatience even when someone else
is speakingby leaning forward, fixing his eyes on
the speaker, tensing his muscles, raising his eye-
brows, or nodding briefly to show the point is taken.
And when replying or commenting, the chairman
can indicate by the speed, brevity, and finality of his
intonation that "we have to move on." Conversely,
he can reward the sort of contribution he is seeking
by the opposite expressions and intonations, show-
ing that there is plenty of time for that sort of ides,
and encouraging the speaker to develop the point.

After a few meetings, all present readily understand
this nonverbal language of chairmanship. It is the
chairman's chief instrument of educating the group
into the general type of "meeting behavior" that he
is looking for. He is still the servant of the group,
but like a hired mountain guide, he is the one who
knows the destination, the route, the weather signs,
and the time the journey will take. So if he suggests
that the members walk a bit faster, they take his
advice.

This role of servant rather than master is often
obscured in large organizations by the fact that
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the chairman is frequently the line manager of the
manbets: this does not, however, change the reality
of the role of chairman. The point is easier to see
in, say, a neighborhood action group. The question
in that case is, simply, "Through which person's
chairmanship do we collectively have the best
chance of getting the children's playground built?"

However, one special problem is posed by this defini-- tion of the chairman's role, and it has an extremely
insezvning answer. The question is: How can the
chairman combine his role with the role of a mem-
ber advocating one side of an argument?

The answer comes from some interesting studies by
researchers who sat in on hundreds of meetings to
find out how they work. Their consensus finding is
that most of the effective discussions have, in fact,
two leaders: one they call a "team," or "social,"
leader, the other a "task," or "project," leader.

Regardless of whether leadership is in fact a single
or a dual function, for our purposes it is enough to
say that the chairman's best role is that of social
leader. If he wants a particular point to be strongly
advocated, he ensures that it is someone else who
leads off the task discussion, and he holds back
until much later in the argument. He might indeed
change or modify his view through hearing the dis-
cussion, but even if he does not it is much easier
for him to show support for someone else's point
later in the discussion, after listening to the argu-
ments. Then, he can summarize in favor of the one
he prefer&

The task advocate might regularly be the chairman's
second-in-command, or a different person might
advocate for different items on the agenda. On some
subjects, the chairman might well be the task ad-
vocate himself, especially if they do not involve
conflict within the group. The important point is
that the chairman has to keep his "social leadership"
even if it means sacrificing his "task leadership."
However, if the designated task advocate persists in
championing a cause through two or three meet-
inp, he risks building up quite a head of antago-
nism to him among the other members. Even so, this
antagonism harms the group less by being directed
at the "task leader" than at the "social leader."

Structure of discussion

It may seem that there is no right way or wrong
way to structure a committee meeting discussion.
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A subject is raised, people say what they think, and
finally a decision is reached, or the discussion is
terminated. There is some truth in this. Moreover,
it would be a mistake to try and tie every discussion
of every item down to a single immutable format.

Nevertheless, there is a logical order to a group dis-
cussion, and while there can be reasons for not fol-
lowing it, there is no justification for not being
aware of it. In practice, very few discussions are
inhibited, and many are expedited, by a conscious
adherence to the following stages, which follow ex-
actly the same pattern as a visit to the doctor:

"What seems to be the trouble?" The reason for an
item being on a meeting agenda is usually like the
symptom we go to the doctor with: "I keep getting
this pain in my back" is analogous to "Sales have
risen in Germany but fallen in France." In both
cases it is clear that something is wrong and that
something ought to be done to put it right. But until
the visit to the doctor, or the meeting of the Euro-
pean marketing committee, that is about all we
really know.

"How long has this been going on?" The doctor will
start with a case history of all the relevant back-
ground facts, and so will the committee discussion.
A solid basis of shared and agreed-on facts is the
best foundation to build any decision on, and a set
of pertinent questions will help establish it. For ex-
ample, when did French sales start to fall off? Have
German sales risen exceptionally? Has France had
delivery problems, or .less sales effort, or weaker
advertising? Have we lost market share, or are our
competitors' sales falling too? If the answers to all
these questions, and more, are not established at
the 'start, a lot of discussion may be wasted later.

"Would you just lie down on the couch?" The doctor
will then conduct a physical examination to find
out how the patient is now. The committee, too,
will want to know how things stand at this moment.
Is action being taken? Do long-term orders show
the same trend? What are the latest figures? What
is the current stock position? How much money is
left in the advertising budget?

"You seem to have slipped a disc." When the facts
are established, you can move toward a dignosis. A
doctor may seem to do this quickly, but that is the
result of experience and practice. He is, in fact,
rapidly eliminating all the impossible or far-fetched
explanations until he leaves himself with a short list.
The committee, too, will hazard and eliminate a
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variety of diagnoses until it homes in on the most
probable-for example, the company's recent en-
ergetic and highly successful advertising campaign
in Germany plus new packaging by the market
leader in France.

-Take this round to the druggist." Again, the doctor
is likely to take a shortcut that a committee meeting
may be wise to avoid. The doctor comes out with a
single prescription, and the committee, too, may
agree quickly on a single course of action.

But if the course is not so clear, it is better to take
this step in two stages: (a) construct a series of op-
tions-do not, at first, reject any suggestions outright
but try to select and combine the promising elements
from all of them until a number of thought-out,
coherent, and sensible suggestions are on the table;
and (b) only when you have generated these options
do you start to choose among them. Then you
can discuss and decide whether to pick the course
based on repackaging and point-of-sale promotion,
or the one based on advertising and a price cut, or
the one that bides its time and saves the money for
heavier new-product promotion next year.

If the item is at all complex or especially significant,
it is important for the chairman not only to have
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the proposed course of the discussion in his own
head, but also to announce it so that everyone
knows. A good idea is to write the headings on an
easel pad with a felt pen. This saves much of the
time wasting and confusion that result when people
raise items in the wrong place because they were
not privy to the chairman's secret that the right
place was coming up later on in the discussion.

Conducting the meeting

lust as the driver of a car has two tasks, to follow
his route and to manage his vehicle, so the chair-
man's job can be divided into two corresponding
tasks, dealing with the subject and dealing with the
people.

Dealing with the subject

The essence of this task is to follow the structure
of discussion as just described in the previous sec-
tion. This, in turn, entails listening carefully and
keeping the meeting pointed toward the objective.

At the start of the discussion of any item, the chair-
man should make it clear where the meeting should
try to get to by the end. Are the members hoping
to make a dear decision or firm recommendation?
Is it a preliminary deliberation to give the members
something to go away with and think about? Are
they looking for a variety of different lines to be
pursued outside the meeting? Do they have to ap-
prove the proposal, or merely note it?

The chairman may give them a choice: "If we can
agree on a course of action, that's fine. If not, we'll
have to set up a working party to report and recom-
mend before next month's meeting."

The chairman should make sure that all the mem-
bers understand the issue and why they are dis-
cussing it. Often it will be obvious, or else they may
have been through it before. If not, then he or
someone he has briefed before the meeting should
give a short introduction, with some indication of
the reason the item is on the agenda; the story so
far; the present position; what needs to be estab-
lished, resolved, or proposed; and some indication of
lines of inquiry or courses of action that have been



suggested or explored, as well as arguments on both
sides of the issue.

If the discussion is at all likely to be long or com-
plex, the chairman should propose to the meeting
a structure for it with headings (written up if neces-
sary), as I stated at the end of the section on "Struc-
ture of discussion." He should listen carefully in
cue people jump too far ahead (e.g., start proposing
a course of action before the meeting has agreed
on the cause of the trouble), or go back over old
ground, or start repeating points that have been
made earlier. He bas to bead discussion off sterile
or irrelevant areas very quickly (e.g., the rights and
wrongs of past decisions that it is too late to change,
or distant prospects that are too remote to affect
present actions).

It is the chairman's responsibility to prevent mis-
understanding and confusion. If he does not follow
an ingument or understand a reference, he should
seek clarification from the speaker. If he thinks two
people are using the same word with different mean-
ings, he should intervene (e.g., one member using
promotion to mean point-of-sale advertising only,
and another also including media publicity).

He may also have to clarify by asking people for
facts or experience that perhaps influence their view
but are not known to others in the meeting. And he
should be on the lookout for points where an in-
terim summary would be helpful. This device fre-
quently takes only a few seconds, and acts like a
life belt to some of the members who are getting
out of their depth.

Sometimes a meeting will have to discuss a draft
document. If there are faults in it, the members
should agree on what the faults are and the chair-
man should delegate someone to produce a new
draft later. The group should never try to redraft
around the table.

Perhaps one of the most common faults of chair-
manship is the failure to terminate the discussion
early enough. Sometimes chairmen do not realize
that the meeting has effectively reached an agree-
ment, and consequently they let the discussion go
on for another few minutes, getting nowhere at all.
Even more often, they are not quick enough to close
a discussion before agreement has been reached.

A discussion should be closed once it has become
clear that (a) more facts sre required before further
progress can be made, (b) discussion has revealed

that the meeting needs the views of people not
present, (c) members need more time to think about
the subject and perhaps discuss it with colleagues,
(d) events are changing and lI y to alter or clarify
the basis of the decision quite soon, fe) there is not
going to be enough time at this meeting to go over
the subject properly, or (f) it is becoming clear that
two or three of the members can settle this outside
the meeting without taking up the time of the rest.
The fact that the decision is difficult, likely to be
disputed, or going to be unwelcome to somebody,
however, is not a reason for postponement.

At the end of the discussion of each agenda item,
the chairman should give a brief and clear summary
of what has been agreed on. This can act as the
dictation of the actual minutes. It serves not merely
to put the item an record, but also to help people
realize that something w awhile has been
achieved. It also answers the question "Where did
all that get us?" If the summary involves action by
a member of the meeting he should be asked to
confirm his acceptance of the undertaking.

Dealing with the people

There is only one way to ensure that a meeting
starts on time, and that is to start it on time. Late-
comers who find that the meeting has begun without
them soon learn the lesson. The alternative is that
the prompt and punctual members will soon realize
that a meeting never starts until ten minutes after
the advertised time, and they will also learn the
lesson.

Punctuality at future meetings can be wonderfully
reinforced by the practice of listing late arrivals (and
early departures) in the minutes. Its ostensible and
perfectly proper purpose is to call the latecomer's
attention to the fact that he was absent when a
decision was reached. Its side effect, however, is to
:ell everyone on the circulation list that he was
late, and people do not want that sort of informa-
tion about themselves published too frequently.

There is a growing volume of work on the signifi-
cance of seating positions and their effect on group
behavior and relationships. Not all the findings arc
generally agreed on. What does seem true is that:

Having members sit face to face across a uble facil-
itates opposition, conflict, and disagreement, though
of course it does not turn allies into enemies. But
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it does suggest that the chairman should think about
whom he seats opposite himself.

Sitting side by side makes disagreements and con-
fmntation harder. This in turn suggests that the
clubman can exploit the friendship-value of the
seats next to him.
0
There is a "dead man's corner" on the chairman's
right, especially if a number of people are seated
in line along from him (it does not apply if he is
alone at the head of the table).

As a general rule, proximity to the chairman is a
sign of honor and favor. This is most marked when
he is at the head of a long, narrow table. The greater
the distance, the lower the rankjust as the lower-
status positions were "below the salt" at medieval
refectories.

Control the garrulous
In most meetings someone takes a long time to say
very little. As chairman, your sense of urgency
should help indicate to him the need for brevity.
You can also suggest that if he is going to take a long
time it might be better for him to write a paper. If
it is urgent to stop him in full flight, there is a useful
device of picking on a phrase (it really doesn't mat-
ter what phrase) as he utters it as an excuse for cut-
ting in and offering it to someone else: "Inevitable
declinethat's very interesting. George, do you agree
that the decline is inevitable?"

Draw out the silent
In any properly run meeting, as simple arithmetic
will show, most of the people will be silent most of
the time. Silence can indicate general agreement, or
no important contribution to make, or the need
to wait and hear more before saying anything, or
too good a lunch, and none of these need worry you.
But there are two kinds of silence you must break:

1

The silence of diffidence. Someone may have a valu-
able contributimi to make but be sufficiently ner-
vous about its possible reception to keep it to him-
self. It is important that when you draw out such
a contribution, you should express interest and
plenum (though not necessarily agreement) to en-
courage further contributions of that sort.
2
The silence of hostility. This is not hostility to ideas,
but to you as the chairman, to the meeting, and to
the process by which decisions are being reached.
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This sort of total detachment from the whole pro-
ceedings is usually the symptom of some feeling of
affront. If you probe it, you will usually find that
there is something bursting to come out, and that it
is better out than in.

Protect the weak
Junior members of the meeting may provoke the
disagreement of their seniors, which is perfectly
reasonable. But if the disagreement escalates to the
point of suggesting that they have no right to con-
tribute, the meeting is weakened. So you may have
to take pains to commend their contribution for its
usefulness, as a pre-emptive measure. You can rein-
force this action by taking a written note of a point
they make (always a plus for a member of a meeting)
and by referring to it again later in the discussion
(a double-plus).

Encourage the dash of ideas
But, at the same time, discourage the clash of per-
sonalities. A good meeting is not a series of dialogues
between individual members and the chairman. In-
stead, it is a crossflow of discussion and debate, with
the chairman occasionally guiding, mediating, prob-
ing, stimulating, and summarizing, but mostly let-
ting the others thrash ideas out. However, the meet-
ing must be a contention of ideas, not people.

If two people are starting to get heated, widen the
discussion by asking a question of a neutral mem-
ber of the meeting, preferably a question that re-
quires a purely factual answer.

Watch out for the suggestion-squashing reflex
Students of meetinp have reduced everything that
can be said into questions, answers, positive reac-
tions, and negative reactions. Questions can only
seek, and answers only supply, three types of re-
sponse: information, opinion, and suggestion.

In almost every modern organization, it is the sug-
gestions that contain the seeds of future success.
Although vety few suggestions will ever lead to any-
thing, almost all of them need to be given every
chance. The trouble is that suggestions are much
easier to ridicule than facts or opinions. If people
feel that making a suggestion will provoke the
negative reaction of being laughed at or squashed,
they will soon stop. And if there is any status-jos-
tling going on at the meeting, it is all too easy to use
the occasion of someone's making a suggestion as
the opportunity to take him down a peg. It is all
too easy and a formula to ensure sterile meetings.



The answer is for you to take special notice and
show special warmth when anyone makes a sug-
gestion, and to discourage as sharply a3 you can the
squaahing-reflex. This can often be achieved by re-
quiring the squashes to produce a better suggestion
on the spot. Few suggestions can stand up to squash-
ing in their pristine stste: your reflex must be to
pick out the best part of one and get the other com-
mince members to help build it into something that
might work.

Come to the most senior people last
Obviously, this cannot be a rule, but once someone
of high authority has pronounced on a topic, the
less senior members are likely to be inhibited. If
you work up the pecking order instead of down it,
you are apt to get a wider spread of views and ideas.
But the juniors who start it off should only be asked
for contributions within their personal experience
and competence. ("Peter, you were at the Frankfurt
Exhibitionwhat reactions did you pick up there?")

Close on a note of achievement
Even if the final item is left unresolved, you can
refer to an earlier item that was well resolved as
you close the meeting and thank the group.

If the meeting is not a regular one, fix the time and
place of the next one before dispersing. A little time

spent with appointment diaries at the end, especial-
ly if it is a gathering of five or more members, can
save hours of secretarial telephoning later.

Following the meeting

Your secretary may take the minutes (or better still,
one of the members), but the minutes are your re-
sponsibility. They can be 7rery brief, but they should
include these facts:

The time and date of the meeting, where it was
held, and who chaired it.

Names of all present and apologies for absence.

All agenda items (and other items) discussed and all
decisions reached. If action was agreed on, record
(and underline) the name of the person responsible
for the assignment.
0
The time at which the meeting ended (important,
because it may be significant later to know whether
the discussion lasted is minutes or 6 hours).

The date, time, and place of the next committee
meeting.
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Writing on the Job

The Place of Writing in Business

Writing is important to business. Estimates of the time people spend writing
in a normal workday run upwards of 25%. Yet some researchers believe this
may even be a low estimate, since people typically don't consider time spent
planning their writing to be actual writing time. If we count both the time
spent writing and the time spent reading what others have written, the figure
is closer to 40%. That is a lot of time and it represents a significant business
expense.

Poor writing is bad budness. It slows down the communication process,
causes confusion, and encourages mistakes. Most businesses are inundated
with paperwork. There is just too much paper aroundreports are too long,
memos too frequent, correspondence too burdensome. When the writing is
not only lengthy but badfilled with mistakes, poorly organized, unclear
writing becomes a hindrance rather than a tool for doing business.

But good writing is more than just a tool for doing business; it is itself a
business product. In the widely heralded information economy, written
information (whether in hard copy or electronic form) is often the
commodity that is being traded. Product documentation, feasibility studies,
prothict brochures, test reportsthese all represent business products just as
much as manufactured goods did. Companies have huge sums wrapped up
in their information products.

Individual Writing in Business Settings

Good writing is also important at the individual level. The memos and
reports that employees write serve the interests of the company, but they also
serve as a primary means of individual evaluation. It may never be stated
outright that you will be evaluated on your written reports or memos, but all
too frequently, nobody knows what you did until you put it in writing. The
impressions formed of you as a worker, especially by higher-ups who are not
in your immediate work setting, are often based on what you write.
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Thus writing serves as a key means of job evaluation and plays a large role in
decisions ccmceraing promotions and merit raises. Writing serves to
establish and maintain an employee's role within a company. And the
higher one moves within an organization, the more important and time-
consuming writing becomes (at least until one reaches the levels of upper
management, when oral communication becomes more important than
written). Supervisors write more than line employees; managers writer more
than supervisors.

Yet the importance of writing is often not acknowledged. Researchers who
look at the workplace find that many employees feel uncomfortable with
their writing. Most employees feel they spend too much time writing, that
their writing is weak in one of a dozen ways, that they really need to brush up
on the principles of good writing. Employers will complain that they see
weaknesses in the writing of others, perhaps lamenting that colleges don't do
a better job of training students in essential communication skills. They will
also admit that their own writing could be improved.

Many employees do not define themselves as writers or define writing as
their work They say they are test engineers, or biologists, or sales
representatives, or accountants; yet these workers spend much of their time
writing and many of their work activities are directly aimed at producing
some written product. Many employees attempt to keep writing in a
subordinate position, as something they have to do but would rather not.
They see writing as a necessary evil associated with their jobs. Writing is a
foe, not a friendly tool, a tool closely related to success within the
organization.

The Need for Writing Training

It is ironic that the importance of good writing is not more directly confronted
in business settings. We acknowledge the need for training in new methods
of accounting, or in managemt.P:, by objectives, or in using new data
processing tools, or in handling new machinery, yet companies don't often
recognize the need for taining in writing. Perhaps this situation is changing-
-a recent survey of top business executives noted that the improvement of
writing skills was the number one priority for workforce training (National
Public Radio, Nightly Business Report, December 19, 1989).

Writing is complicated business. Writers need a special language to work
with, special techniques for editing others' written language, and special
concepts for understanding what makes writing dear, forceful, and effective.
Instead of working to gain these spedalized competencies, many employees
assume they can simply pick up what they need to know as they use the
language.
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This course attempts to bring the importance of writing to the surfaceto talk
explicitly about good writing. As an employee, you need to know what
counts as good writing, how writer's think and work, and how readers
respond to your writing. You need to recognize and control grammatical
trouble spots and to have a language for doing so. And you need a few terms
and some special skills to describe how sentences work, so you can control
language and use it effectively.

The Importance of Purpose and Audience

The real key to good writing is a well-developed sense of purpose and
audience. Good writing will follow once a writer decides exactly what needs
to be accomplished and who can accomplish the task. And often, a clear sense
of purpose and audience will prevent problems of grammar and word choice
at the sentence level.

The worst kind of writing is that which has no dearly defined purpose or
targeted audience. You might read a memo and wonder: "Am I supposed to
do something? What is this writer's point? Why am I being told these
things?" And often, this kind of writing may have annoying errors or
variation in word choice that indicate the writer's uncertainty (or even lack of
thought) about purpose and audience

When you shape a piece of writing around a dearly defined purpose and
audience, you give yourself a tool for deciding what to include and what to
delete, what to emphasize and what to downplay, and how to order your
arguments and evidence. A sharply defined sense of purpose and audience
will also guide you toward an appropriate strategy and tone. With a dearly
defined purpose and audience, you can begin writing to specific individuals
with a dear sense of what you would like them to do. You then have a
yardstick for editing and revising that lets you measure how well you are
communicating your purpose to your audiences.

Multiple Purposes, Multiple Audiences

Most work environments are complicated places, and purposes for writing
reflect these complications. A writer will have an obvious purpose for
writing, but behind the stated purpose may lie hidden motives of personal
advancement, empire building, or efforts to change or influence the
organization.

For example, suppose I am a supervisor who has a problem with employees
using the office photocopier for personal business. If I decide a memo is the
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best way to handle the s: Nation, this gives me an obvious putpose for
writing.

But behind the obvious purpose of stopping unauthorized uses of the
machine are other, secondary purposes that make the memo a complicated
busineu. I do not wish to alienate those who haven't used the machine for
unauthorized uses. Nor do I wish to make a contest of the problem,
challenging people to use the machine without being caught And I certainly
don't want my employees to get the idea that the office will be patrolled by a
photocopy police squad. I would like simple cooperation from my employees;
I want them to recognize the reasonable nature of my request to stop using
the machine for unauthorized copying.

Most writing situations are like thiscomplicated, multi-faceted, somewhat
touchy in their interpersonal complications.

Nor is it a simple matter to define an audience. My memo is directly
addressed to those in my office with access to the photocopy machine. Yet
theie may be other, secondary audiences who see my memo. Perhaps my
manager will review my files to evaluate my work. Perhaps I will end up
having to discipline an employee who continues to use the photocopier for
personal use, so my memo becomes a legal document used as evidence in the
proceedings against the employee. Suddenly, new purposes and audiences
open up for my "simple" memo. The words I wrote for my initial purpose
may suddenly prove inadequate to the new demands on them.

You often cannot predict where a memo will end up, into whose hands it will

fall in addition to those named specifically at the top. Every time you dedde

to copy a memo up or down the organizational hierarchy, you risk appearing

to go over someone's head or appearing to be insensitive to office politics.

Often, the tone and approach that is right for the primary audienceperhaps a

close supervisoris totally wrong for the secondary audienceperhaps a

manager up the line.

Writing has a permanence that speaking lacks. Once you commit an idea to a
paper, it has a life of its own. It ends up in files where you don't expect it and

shows up at the wrong time. Before you write, your first step must be to

decide whether to write at allwhether your purpose might not be better
realized by telephone or face-to-face communication.
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A Communication Model of Writing

Many writezs find visualizing the communication situation as a triangle to be
helpful in conceptualizing writing tasks:

The Communication Triangle

Subject

Writer Reader

In this visual representation, the messagewhat is actually being
communicatedis surrounded by those features that shape the message. At
one corner is the writer, the one who usually has some purpose for sending a
message. The writer sends the message to some reader or audience
represented at a second cornerwho has some reason for reading the message.
Finally, in the third corner there is the topic: what the message is about. So
the writer, the audience, and the topic are closely related, like three corners of
the same triangle.

There is more to this representation, however. Note that the writer and
reader are connected by one side of the triangle. They don't exist in isolation.
but are directly tied in some relationship, represented by the connecting side.
Every time you write, you establish such a relationship between yourself and
your audience. You assume, as a writer, a role of either asking or telling
someone to do something, of either cajoling someone into cooperation or
threatening someone with undesirable consequences. In other words, you
don't simply send messages about the world when you writeyou impose a
relationship on the receiver of the message. It is in this touchy business of
imposing relationships that writers often fail, for their sense of appropriate
relations is often at odds with their reader's sense.
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The other sides of the triangle represent the writer's understanding of the
topic and the reader's understanding of the topic, two understandings which
are rarely equal. Sometimes writers get so close to their subjects, they have
such thorough understandings, that they begin to have trouble imagining
what their readers don't understand. They begin using jargon or acronyms
(abbreviations by first letters, as in UNIX or ASU) Rnd insider language that
their readers have trouble understanding.

The relation between the reader and the topic is especially tricky because it
involves not only the reader's actual understanding of and attitude towards
the topic, but also the writer's estimate of that understanding and attitude.
You know the feeling of reading something where the writer seems to know
much more than you do. And as a reader, you may sometimes be alienated
by writers who patronize you by assuming that you know less than you really
do.

Surrounding the whole triangle is the very messy, complicated world that
influences the written text. Deadlines, budgets, outside issues that compete
for our attentionall influence the shaping of the message. How messages
are produced and delivered, what the reader's frame of mind is, whether a
reader actually reads the messageeverything in the situation that surrounds
a message helps determine its success.

The communication triangle can remind you of the complexity of most
writing situations, with its key elements at each corner and the connections
between these elements. Writing often feels like a balancing act, trying to
achieve an appropriate balance between appearing too bossy or too undecided;
between writing as an expert or writing to be fully understood (even by
novices); between relying on what readers know and deciding what they need
to be told. The triangle, with its geometry of perfect balance, offers you a
metaphor of good writing.

Becoming a Good Writer

No book can teach you how to analyze your particular writing situations. To
be a good writerone who responds to the situational demands of particular
purposes and audiencesyou need all your analytical skills.

You need to be firmly in control of your work situation, understanding what
needs to be accomplished and what are efficient strategies for attaining your
purposes. You need to be a psychologist, understanding what motivates
people and what alienates them. You need to be a manager, responsive to
how duties and roles are assigned within your organization. And you need to
be a politician, one who understands how to get competing groups to work
harmoniously.
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To be a good writer, you also need confidence You need to trust your insight,
to believe you have good ideas worth conveying. If you are insecure about
the quality of your ideas, anxious about your authority, hesitant about your
ability to solve problems through writing, you'll produce writing that is
obscure, riddled with jargon, impenetrable, and confusing. Many insecure
workers try to hide behind their writing, throwing up sznokesaeens that
obscure and confuse.

Confident workers are confident writersthey articulate problems clearly and
offer solutions which will stand on their own merits. Good writers take
responsibility, confident they have ideas others will respect and respond to.
Good writers recognize that most business situations are already complicated
and don't need language which further complicates matters. Good writers
appreciate prose that is lean and efficient, that works hard and gets the job
done without a lot of wasted words.

The problems of the vague, stuffy, bureaucratic style that are covered in this
text tend to show up in the writing of employees who are new to the
organization, who are insecure with their positions, or who are
uncomfortable with their own authority. The principles we recommend for a
vigorous, direct, active style will only feel comfortable if you are confident of
the quality of your work and secure in your position within your
organization. In some ways, style is the man (or woman) and only a svong,
confident worker can project a strong, confident style.

Copyright 1988, Edward L Smith and Stephen A. Bernhardt Page 56
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INAost memos are too ornate..em when they're net
written with a quill pen. Too many words, too little

point. Executives who have to read dozens ofmemos every day
react like this:

"It's not dear what rm supposed to do about this."
"What's the point?"
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So put your idea in the first sentence. And if your company's

memo pads offer you a subject line, put your idea there. If your
memo stretches more than a page, you need a summary at the
top. Not just a statement of the topic ("In this memo I will dis-
cuss . . ."), but a stand ("We should eliminate the Dallas plant
because . . ."). And even a one-paragraph memo necomes
clearerworks fasterwhen you start with the point.

Don't begin with the background, sidling up to your subject
("The purpose of this memo . . ."), or with elaborate defini-
tions, warnings about the scope of the memo to come, personal
remarks (unless you've got nothing else to say). If you must
include any of this, put it below your opening. Subordinate the
insignificant to the meaningful.

Make a Definite Recommendation

Go beyond analysis to say what you think the readerand
youshould do next. This makes the memo a trigger for ac .
tion, not just another excuse for delay.

Sometimes you know what should be done, but you don't
want to do it. Or you know that to decide, you need to collect
some figures or interview an expert. If you're putting off that
work, then you'll resist making any clear recommendation in
your memo. Here's what you'll sound like:

MEMORANDUM

DATE: December 8
TO: Vice President Merker FROM: Mel Burrows
stnurzr: Disk Drive Failures

We have had problems with defective disk drives.
This has been going on for a year. At first, we thought
we could just change our manufacturing procedures, but
that led to even more failures. We're now getting less
than 20% of the product past Quality Assurance. Now
we could go back to engineering, and ask for a new de-
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sign, but that might take six months or a year. Or we
could go out and buy a different drive right a the shelf.
Or we could just manufacture an awful lot of them, so
we could use the 20% that work. I'm not sure whether
Manufacturing can handle that kind of volume. What do
you think..? We've got to do something soon, to meet our
shipments.

"We've got to do something now." Sure, but it won't be
done too fast. At least, not by Mel.

Before you write, then, take the time to do what any
reader's probably going to tell you to do. Talk to the manufac-
turing people. Research the subject enough so you can make a
considered recommendation. And ask yourself: am I prepared
to act on my own recommendation? If not, revise it.

Make It Even Shorter
When you've got a first draft, go through it looking for parts

to cut. Can you shrink a paragraph to a line or two? Do so, and
you've chopped away some of the underbrwh, so a reader can
spot your ideas right off. Avoid this sort of thing:

MEMORANDUM

DATE: December 31
TO: Hank Holquist FROM: Mel Burrows
sum Length of Memoranda

It has come to my attention, from various sources,
that some people have the feeling that our company
memos are getting a little long-winded. Now I don't op.
pose a little detail, and I always want to hear what you
have to say, but I'd like you to issue a general memoran-
dum warning people to keep the length of all but the
most important or well-researched memos short, so we
don't have to spend all day reading them. If you know
what I mean.
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Give the Reader Air

White space helps. Open up the page so the reader's eye can
zoom in on key parts, without getting stalled by a big block of
type.

When possible, use headings to break up.the text. With lists,
spread out the items with bullets or numbers, and let some
blank lines sneak in between them.

Here's one memo that started as a clump. See how much

easier it is to skim after the text has been given some breathing

room.

WORE:
MEMORANDUM

DATE: December 12
TO: Jim Brandon nom: Mel Burrows
SUBJECT: Contract with CDN-Nippon

We should give our drive-shaft contract to CON. The
main benefits: they have the longest experience with this
particular engineering, they have manufactured more of
this model than anyone else, they are offering us a price
12% below any of their competitors; plus, we've worked
with them before, and found their failure rate to stay
consistently below 3%. The drawbacks: a month delay in
startup, due to their previous commitments, and a guar-
antee of first option on the next contract. Our lawyers

say these conditions are OK. So let's sign.

AFTER:

MEMORANDUM
DATE: December 12

TO: Jim Brandon FROM: Mel BUM,/
staur.cr: Contract with CDN-Nippon

We should give our drive-shaft contract to CDN.

6 7

ThE MEM:
They have the longest experience with this partici-

lar engineering.
'They have manufactured more of this model than

anyone else.
'Their price is 12% below the lowest competitor.

We've smirked with them before.
Their failure rate is consistently below 3%.

THE DRAWBACKS:

A one-month delay, due to their previous commit-

ments.

They want a guarantee of first option on our next

contract

CONCUISION:
Our lawyerr give the OK. Let's sign.

Use Familiar Organisation

To speed your reader's access to your main point, follow a

tratfitional way of organizing your 4terial: problem and solu-

tion; main idea and proofs; and effect and causes. The reader

will recognize each of these arrangements quickly, and will
know where to look for your recommended oourse of actien.

Steer clear of a simple-minded plod through events in chron-

ological or geographical ordereasy for you, but hard on the

reader. Such lists exhaust themselves without building to a
conclusion. They leave the reader wondering what you make of

all this informationand why you're asking him or her to
wade through it.

Pus Your Key Idea Pira

Basically, move from the most important to the least impor-

tant. A memo is not an opera, a cocktail conversation, or a

nineteenth-century novel.
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"I know there's a problem but what does this guy think

should be done about it?"
"I didn't just want facteI wanted her opinion."

Before you write, think out your aim. If you're not clear
about that, your reader won't be. What do you want your
memo to do?

To get action: persuade the boss to okay your new
plan; set a deadline and schedule for a group; confirm
what you will do, and what you expect others to do.

To avoid blame: "report" the facts, while justifying
yourself, or "make your case" in the files.
To answer a question: make an argument for your
ideas, under the guise of a neutral report; or say what

policy you recommend.

So Make a Point

Show what you expect your reader to do nextapprove
your idea, blame someone else, okay your budget. Even when

someone has asked you to "just outline the situation," they sre

likely to ask for your suggestions. Save time and put them in

writing now.
Of course, saying what you think commits you to a position.

You have to take a stand and not weasel out of it halfway
through or mound up so much mush around your idea that no

one will ever spot it again. (Cowardice breedsbad writing as its

camouflage.) Be brave enough to make a real point.

Rewrite

Many people think a memo's just a note, so they can ramble

on and on and touch on this and that and exit leaving a pile of
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words behind. In fact, dictation encourages meandering
memos like this:

MEMORANDUM

TO: Dan Knipper
memo': Marketing Meeting

Way back last October when we first got around to
planning this meeting, I thought I would be back from
the NCA conferenceit's going to be in Hawaii this
year, thank GodI'm looking forward to getting a good
tan, too. Well, anyway, I figured I could easily be back
in town by the 21st, but now I've got to stop off in Los
Angeles on the way back, to talk to some of our subcon-
tractors on the Galaxy Project. So I'm not sure now
whether I will be back by the 21st, or even the 22nd.
I'm just not sure how bad the situation is there. So what
about the 23rd? Nobody really wants to meet on
Christmas eve, right? I've tried reaching you on the
phone, but your seccetary couldn't speak to your ached-
ule, so I figured Pa better send you this. Let me know
what's best for you. Of course, when I get in, I'll be
brushing sand off me. Know any good restaurants in
Honolulu?

DATE: December 10
FROM: Mel Burrows

Try reducing that to two sentencesor one. You can cross
out 90 percent of what's there. That done, the point emerges.
And with a few changes, you've got a memo someone can an-
swer without spending five minutes following the twists and
turns of Mel's free-amociating mind.

Remember, it takes longer to say something brieflyyou
have to cut out so much. So figure on revising two or three
times, if you want the reader to grasp your ides quickly, and
act on it.
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Get Out Fast

Stop before your memo becomes a full-dress research

paper. At the bottom of the page there should be no more than

the typist's initials, and an alphabetized distribution list, if it's

too long to be put on the "to" line. No "sincerely yours," and

no flourishes.
If you're stapling on attachments, fine, but make sure

you've described them in the Mem°, so the reader's prepared.

And ask yourself: is this really a part of my presentation? Or is

it just decoration? If it is just extra weight, leave it out.

A Memo on Memos

MEMORANDUM
DATE: February 15

TO: You FROM: Jonathan Price

SUBJECT: How to Write Memos

Put your main point at the start!

Rewrite.
Give the reader air.
Use familiar organization.
Put your key idea first.
Make a definite recommendation.
Make it even shorter.
Get out fast.
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his is what too many reports end up looking like: extra
comments piled on top of unnecessary sections, sur-

rounded with uselesp appendices, decorated with flourishes,
monuments, and filigree work. At the center, a catafalque
for any idea the writer may have started with. Inside that, a
coffin.

This over-decoration buries your meaning. So, if you're not
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making sets for an eighteenth-century opera, keep it short.

Pare away the extras.
Short words, short sentences, short paragraphs. Why?

They're easy to digest.
I can see what it's about, fast.

I don't get cross-eyed looking at the page.

I get frequent breaks, between the blocks of prose.

So, despite what you may have learned in school and the mil-

itary, choose the small word over the big one as you write.

Sometimes, of course, you must use the twenty-eight-lettex

term because it's the only accurate word. But when you do find

two words that mean the same thing, prefer the shorter one.

For instance,
REPLACE THIS: WITH THIS:

Activate Start

Implement Run

Initiate Start

Modifica lion Change

Preparatory to Before

Re-initialize Start over

Utilize Use

Reduce phrases, too.

REPLACE THIS:

At this point in time
Due to the fact that
Exhibits a tendency
I am of the opinion that

In a certain number of instances

You will find enclosed

wtnt THIS:

Now
Because
Tends
I think
Sometimes
Here is

If you do this, your sentences will tighten up, too. Long sen-

tences are hard to follow. Most people can remember seven or
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eight words at a stretch. After that, they begin to lose track.
Compare these two sentences:

46 roma
For the product we have Just been &cussing, our re-
ported sales figures show a definite decline in the nimber

of units being sold, but on the other hand our profit-and-
loss sheets also can be examined to indicate an equally

definite uptick in dollar volmne.

7 WORD&

We sold fewer units, made more dollars.

Which is easier to grasp? Has any meaning been lost?

I'm not recommending that you make every sentence seven

words long. You'd sound like a robot.choppy and not too
bright. Vary the length of your sentences according to their

meanings. But trim every one. That way, whin you need to

make a point, you can emphasise it by drawing up short. Get it?

"Every word you add dilutes the sentence," says the con-

temporary American poet Miller Williams. In fact, whenever

you throw in a significant qualification, you risk distracting the

reader from the main idea. So watch out for sentences that:

a Combine three or four ideas. Sort them out into three

or four sentences.
Have more than one adverbial clause (beginning with

when, because, although, whereas, after, and before).

,A hint that one should start another eentence.

Contain more than one that, which, or who clause.

Who's who? Which which is that? Again, a sign to turn

one sentence into two or three.
Take up more than three regular lines of text.

Look at the length of your paragraphs, too. Few things

repel readers more than paragraphs that take up three-
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quarters of a page. Leave that to novelists like William
Faulkner.

To trim a paragraph, you can:

Make sure you've got events in order. This may cut
your paragraph in half, if you've been jumping
forward and doubling back.
Ax sentences that repeat the same information, with
some minor variation or flourish.
Leave out redundant examples.

a Throw out anything that does not focus on the central
idea of this paragraph.

Here's an example:

ORIGINAL:

Our study showed that potential customers preferred
even U.S. savings bonds to stocks. For instance, some
would rather put their money in life insurance. Others
preferred to refinance their mortgages. Some just put
their money in savings accounts. Remember that in our
survey we asked people what they would do with
$10,000 extra cash. We found stocks came in ninth,
after other types of investment. Another way to put this
is that our brokers face a difficult job persuading people
to shift funds out of these other types of investment, into
stocks. Of course, we may need to hire a different breed
of broker. But that's another kettle of fish. The really

important thing to keep in mind here is that we have a

hard row to hoe before well get people to invest in
stocks.

REVISION:

When we asked potential customers what they wotdd do

with $10,000 extra cash, they said they'd put it in eight
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types of inveatmentincluang life insurance and U.S.
Savings Bondsbefore they bought stooks. So our bro.
kers face a difficult job of persuasion.

A paragraph ought to express an ideaone idea. The sell-

tences inside offer refinements, details, evidence. If they don't
support that idea, they're in the wrong paragraph.

In some ways writing reeembles carpentry. The longer most
carpenters work, the more they love simple forms. When the
Italian designer Giuseppe Galli Bibiena showed an old car-penter.the design for the elaborate monument in the, picture at
the beginning of this chapter, the cementer asked, "Is it a cake
or a tomb?"
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SECTION: FOURTEEN

SUBJECT: PROGRESSIVE DISCIPLINE

PAGE 1

OF 4

APPROVED

ADMINISTRATOR

DATE: 3/79
REV: 3/1/81

9/1M
7/1/65
6/1/88

I. PURPOSE

To assist managers and supervisors in making MGHer's aware and
responsible for correcting inappropriate behavior, attendance problems
or performance deficiencies.

II. MHQ
All MGHers

III. nun'

A. It is the responsibility of management and supervision to inform
MGHera, in progressive steps, if practical, of deficiencies in
attendance, work performance or behavior at work.

B. Misconduct, as defined by MGH management, may result in immediate
termination following a predetermination hearing.

C. Probationary MGHers will be informed of their deficiencies and can
be terminated without the benefit of progressive - constructive
discipline, or a predetermination hearing.

IV. GUIDELINE

A. Progressive Discipline

1. Progressive discipline is defined as informing an MGHer
utilizing verbal counseling, written counseling and
disciplinary action in such a way that the MGHer is aware of
his/her deficiency and realizes what corrective action is

necessary and what will happen if that action is not taken.
The MGHer needs to have enough specific information to be
responsible for his/her change of behavior.

2. Verbal warnings should be recorded and retained by the
supervisor in case they need to be referred to at a later
date.

3. "Suspension Without Pay" and "Decision-Making Leaves With Pay"
may precede the "terminating" decision. See definition belaw.
This ensures that the MGHer realizes his/her employment is in
jeopardy.
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In the apPropriate box mark tiie criteria indicating ite importance to the job, as related
the job description.

e

0 if the element being evaluated is of no'importance or of only minor importance

II/ if the element being evaluated contributes, but is not essential, to good
performance

II+ if the element being evaluated is important to the job.

1lKark each criteria with the number that best describes the employee's performance as
follows:

(1) Is so outstanding that it deserves special mention.

(2) Ras demonstrated ability that is above that expected of a competent employee.

11
(3) Competently meets all requirements.

(4) Performance exhibits a weakness regarding the criteria.

(5) Is not meeting the requirements necessary regarding the criteria.

CR) If the employee does not have the opportunity on the job to show ability in thin
respect.

tiprating of "3" describes competent performance. Any ratings of "4" or "5" must be
ported by facts, with examples if possible. In addition, explanations of prior written

warnings are customary. State the areas of performance in need of improvement, and
Itutline followup plans for remedial action.

Ise the "Comment" section to =plain the ratings given in that section.

fter completing the evaluation, discuss it with the employee so that he/she will know the
IItandards you are applying. Give the employee the opportunity to add any remarks he/she
sties to make In the spaces provided for that purpose. This discussion can serve as a

guide to the employee in realistic career planning.

1-204 Page 1 of 6 Rev. 11/86
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-Paul crerlh .

MOTIVATION AND COMMUNICATION ,

A. Shows genuine interest in subordinates as individuals.

B. Creates work group pride. Builds a team feeling of
importance in the hospital.

C. Acts as effective spokesperson for his/her work group.
defends subordinates when convinced they're right.

D .

value and

Supports or

Opens and keeps open genuine two-way communication vith
subordinates:

ai.M1=1 Wla

41.1L. ,
Listens co what they have to say

Keeps them informed

Schedules regular private and group meetings with
them

Encourages and practices frank and open discussion of
work matters

Acts promptly when presented with a question, problem
or complaint

Squelches fears, rumors, and suspicions with facts

E. Give subordinates a part in recomnending and planning work group
changes, improvements, or re-organization. Encourages and gives
proper credit for suggestions.

Conducts oblective, constructive Perfornance Evaluations.

Prepares and submits all required and/or requested reports

promptly, clearly, and thoroughly.
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CarefullY plass dew employee orientation'and training.-

*..

Coaches, rather. titan

questions. Offers help.
criticizes,' wubordinates.'-' Eucourages
Praises often.

Seeks ways to develop subordinates for peak performance, career
growth, and promotion. Contributes to improvemeat of, in-service

training programs.

D. Assists new employee in adaptint to the hospital environment.

cancaNned caperuf ck.42A544op 0.119 lesYnOustux,Oz500-0Ann
op4i nruAnN-1, . ownitunceJ lie 13 150.4114FL

A. Knows hospital policies and procedures. Makes every effort to

apply them fairly and uniformly.

13. Steps in promptly when eMployee conduct could disrupt or endanger

patient care or service.

C. Investigates discipline problems objectively and throughly.

Listens to the employee's side.

D. Issues verbal reprimands and warnings tactfully.

E. Tollows-up on tardiness and absence.

COMMENT: dt5 ic Legoori, VN0004c19 /ci;i3;NCIrl /WecIAL,c>4001iCAlto Apitoceciwts4
at CVLAAICSS Ono Carrta 445 %);Narl LADAh carinkAs atra-ts 1 txrrArnelo Th CLAR11.0 ,

eulinop ecrVic43 /obTr k me.Ourr;itsrl.
GS-Loa-if piaiau con 4arats

Itcry-r6z66ro orna 4anct:xuum3 paelb1errnS ostoOnornak_ci scro
>4; - VAICL3 V We CU1 riØ ezwrin -.4c5 kiscIsa op zml -430a2 ostsna
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. #sztr-DEVELOPmszni 'AND kTiRIBITTES
1

; , .
-....AN:l.i$'1114-4,..;-?:.4 ?;.t. ". :-

: Alert t' and iecePtive,: to new ideas, procedure* j: and
...)";'" field;:-' ACtiv:ly continues to. lesi-407.440 .1*-4:11.7
-I.:" 'Adaptable to' major changes in the departnene.i"i*-.- .

is; '.fier

* f:

It VI

tvf _A%

C. Willing to accept added iesponsibilities 'ant IssIgnments:
-

D.:. Dependable; On duty when scheduled. Rarely. absent.

E. Participates in hospital education programs, including management
development courses.

F. Is able to perform effectively under pressure.

Able to keep job, home, community, and other concerns
in balance.

and interests

Acts naturally and openly. Willing to admit to an error, to be

human. -

Safeguards his/her own health.

CLICIENT: fVeamIdttruzca-n-VZije.c% 0.0 nuit042,
tzwayas Lints.nu; %.,c94.arr, ArLuD v1454- na4c1 pnoacknol.

8.

SUPPORT OF TEE ROSPITAL

COMMENT:

11Page 5 of 6

A. Shows au interest in and dedication to the hospital as a whole.

B. Recognizes and encourages needed changes that would: (1) improve

patient care, (2) reduce costs, or (3) make his/her work group or
the total hospital more efficient.

D .

E .

s,

Works harmoniously with others in his/her department. Cooperates

with those in other departments. Criticizes pri7atel7. Credits

publicly.

Doesn't hesitate to ask questions about hospital policies,

progrIvms, or plans, but follows through when decisions ars final.

Supports hospital off-duty. Praises its patient care, services,

facilities and staff.

General behavior and professional conduct riflect credit on the

hospital.

84 ri 3
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11):1;
SUMMARY Additional facts, specific achievements, strengths, weaknesses, or suggested

J-provements not covered tinder previous items.)..
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EMPLOYEE REVIEW: (Record any comment you have in the space under each rating element,
or use the space below, referring to the number and letter of the item you are
discussing.)

III have reviewed this completed evaluation and it has been discussed with me.

I.
(DATE)

comments on this evaluation are as follows:

k04A-SL c-t"&.--17Citti}e-°3 cP-p -Wad vack,.-c11136,911

e'lr evprvYNettiy-keze I ckw.LcAaditc, Astatto-ape
Aftrovvt-tic-c frvto okw.e/y) ertAIL.

(OPLOYEE'S SIGNATURE)

IPrepared By:

IReviewed By:

Page 6 of 6

o

PLEAE ATTACH AND/OR
COMPLETE CRITERIA BASED
EVALUATION.

5

Date:

Date: ft3/7 /5



PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL ADDENDUM CHARGE NURSE .

Plain mart in the wea measuring each factor at a poird that most closely indicates yow
apprabaL review amid reflect a sound and Wattle' assessment of the employee's pes*xmance
on agrently assigned responsibilities. Consider the entire review peilod end consistencies In
Performance level&

.41ffiattialLakant: '

Consistently - 90-100% of the time
Frecgentty - 50-75% of the time
Rarely - less than 40% of the time

4
1. Provides 'for nursing care on the unit and coordinates patients total

needs with other members of health care team.

2. Assigns nursing duties based on patient needs, available staff, staff
competencies and unit needs.

3. Identifies and resolves problems.

. 4. Plans and evaluates with other staff members appropriate patient care
and documentation of same.

1
51 Communicates with supervisor and PCC when employee conduct doesn't .

comfy with hospital policy.

6. Supervises all aspects of patient care given by other RN's, 1111011, NA's,
and secretaries.

7. Communicates pertinent information regarding patient condition to
physician and nursing supemisor.

8. Maintains current/complete patient records.

9. Supports philosophy, aims, and policies of Memorial General Hospital.

10. Orients new personnel.

11. Uses equipment and supplies in an economical manner.

12. Prepares employees evaluations for review by Patient Care Coordinator.

13. Attends inservice, C.E. programs and workshops to keep clinical skills
current.

1 , ,
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(writing, face-to-face,
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activity
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type
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